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Indiana Sta t e noard of lI ealth I n- llouse Open File Data Col lec t ion Se rch 
(The surv e y i ncludcd 63 of the 92 counties of the State of Indiana . These 
63 counties r nOIl-designat'd rcas . That is , th y wcre not designated by 
Governor Otis Bowen to be a part of the 208 water Quality Pla n. ) Data was 
collccted from April to August of 1978 . The data was divided into four main 
cat gories : Point Sourc s of Water Pollution , Non - Poin Sources of Water 
Pollution , Mo n itoring Stations , and F asibi l ity An lys s of the Regional 
ScwilgC Districts an Cons rvanc y Districts . Thcs fou r main categories 
w r e subdivid d as i ollows : 
I . Poin t Sources of Water Pol lu tion 
A. Industrial Sources 
B. Municipal Sources 
C . S mi-Publ ic Sour ces 
This section was concerned with those facilities (Ind strial , Mu n ic i pal 
and S mi-Public) which , at the time of the survey , possessed valid Nationa l 
Pollutan Discharge Elimination System Permits. Dilt.:l coll'cted included : 
number of outfalls , locntion- street address , plus Sec t ion , Range , Townshi p 
and Quadrangle , treatment faci l ity description , flow , where efficient is dis -
chargeu , .:lnd he limi t tions se t forth b y the permi t i tsel f . All fac i lities 
were m pped on base maps of the counties p r o v ided by united States Geologica l 
Survey . 
II . Potentia l Non-Point Sources of Water Pollution 
This cntegory w s subdiv ided i n to t he f o l lowing sections : 
A. Co n fined Feed l ots . 
uata col l ec t ed i ncluded : 
Locatio n - S t reet a nd Section Range Township and Quad . 
vThere facili t y discharges ; Status and \Vilste Con t r o l 
Facil i t ies 
B. Sa n i t a ry La ndfills holding v a l id oper ating permi ts 
1 . Data collected - Loca tion , Section , R , Township a nd Qua d . ; 
Permi t 0 , Oper a ting Capilci t y , and nea r est stream . 
C . Cl osed Sani t a ry La nd fi lls 
1 . Data col l ec ted - Locatio n, Sec t. R. To wns hip and Quad, 
Da t e Ope ne d a nd Date Closed . 
D. Sal t s t o rag e Areas 
1 . Data col l e cted - Locatio n - Sec tio n, Ra nge , Township 
a nd Qua d , a nd type of f acility 
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E. Stone Quar r ies 
1 . Data col l c t ed - Location - section , Range , Township 
and Quad , Street Address and Type of Quar r y 
These w re also mapped o n the base maps provided by U. S . Geological Survey . 
III . Mo ni t ori ng Stations 
A. India na State Board of Health Fixed Wate r Quality Sampl i ng 
Sta tions 
1 . Located by Sec tion , Ra nge , Township a nd Quadrangle 
B. U. S . Geological Sur v e y Stream Gauging Stations 
1 . Located by Section , Range , Township and Quadrangle 
other data included - drainage area , ave rage dis -
charge , ri ver ba sin and seven- day--- lO year low flow . 
C. P rtial Record Stream Gauging Stations 
1 . Data collec t ed - loc ation by Section , Range , Township 
and Quadrangl , drainage are , and seve n-da y- -- lO year 
low flow . 
D. Indiana Water Supply - Surface Water I ntakes 
1 . Data collec t ed - Str eet Loca t ion and Section , Range , 
Township and Quadr angle 
These were likewise mapped o n t he cou n t y maps . 
IV . Feasibi l i t y Ana l ysis 
A. Regio na l Sewage Di s tric t s 
1. Data Collec t ed: Counties , Loca tion \"i i thi n counti e s by 
Sec t ion , Range and township , popula tion pr oj ec tio ns. 
for rea up to year 2 , 000 , p e r capita flow , design ' . 
f l o w, compl e t ion da t e , \.,.he t her to r egiona l ize or no t, 
t ype o f treatment a nd r eceiving str eam . 
B. Conserva ncy Dis tric t s 
1. Data Collec t ed : Locatio n - Sec t i on, Ra ng& , and Tmmship , 
r egionali za t i on, popu l at ion pro jec tion~ to the year 
2 , 000 , per capita f low, desig n fl o\"i , complet i on .da t e , 
type o f treatment and r eceivi ng stream. 
These di s trict s we r e not plot t ed on the base maps . 
Also inc lud ed in the r eport were population da t a from the yea r 1 930 to 
1978 a long with pr oj ec tins , i n fiv e year i nc r eme nts up t o and i nc luding the 
year 2 , 0 0 0 . The data was p r esented by town , towns hip , county an& Pla nning 






















(line underneath symbol denotes more than one outfall) 
POTENTIAL NON-POINT SOURCE DISCHARGES : 
Confined feedlots 
Sanitary landfills with .valid operating permits 
Closed sanitary landfills and dumps 
Acid mine drainage areas : 
Derelict land from : Status of Derelict Land Associated 
with Coal Mining in Southwestern Indiana . LARS Contract 
022378 . Purdue University 1978 . 
Strip ~ines from : Indiana Department of Conservation 
Geological Survey Map 
Tipple from: Ind . Dept . Conserv . Geol . Sur. Map 
Salt storage areas : 
Temporary 
Permanently covered 
Under construction to permanently cover 




MONITORING STATIONS : 
Indiana State Board of Health fixed water quality 
sampling stations 
United States Geological Survey stream gauging stations 
Partial record stream gauging stations 
Indiana water supply-surface water supply intakes 
indicates exact location 
Numbers following county name (found on individual forms), 
correspond to numbered figures plotted on base maps . 
-





POTENTIAL NON-POINT SOURCE DISCHARGES 
Confined Feedlots 
Sanitary Landfills Holding Valid Permits 
Closed Sanitary Landfills 
Salt Storage Areas 
Stone Quarries 
Acid Mine Drainage Areas 
MONITORING STATIONS 
Indiana State Board of Health Fixed Water Quality Sampling Stations 
United States Geological Survey Stream Gauging Stations 
Partial Record Stream Gauging Stations 
Indiana Water Supply - Surface Water Intakes 
FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS 
Regional Sewage Districts 
Conservancy Districts 
The major categories (Point, Non-Point, etc.), are separated by tabs. 
Subcategories (Industrials, Municipals, etc . ), are separated by brown dividers. 
SOURCES 
Most of the information in this report was obtained from the Indiana State 
Board of Health. Other sources include: 
The Indiana Department of Natural Resources : 
Water Division - Conservancy Districts (Files) 
Division of Reclamation - Status of Derelict Land Associated with 
Coal Mining in Southwestern Indiana 
LARS Contract 022378 
Purdue University - Acid Mine Drainage Areas 
Indiana State Highway Commission - Salt Storage Areas (Maps) 
Indiana Geological Survey - Stone Quarries (Pamphlet 1977) 
Information not available is indicated by N/A 
I 
~ 
INDUSTRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY. 1978 
PERMIT NAME Griffith Food Products, Inc. 








COUNTY Jasper #1 SECTION 24- 25, RANGE 6W-7W TOI-mS HIP 27N 
19-30 
QUAD RAKG LE Remington 
TREATMENT FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION sludge tanks, holding tank 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FI NA L X INTERIM MONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY HAX. 
(lb s /day) (lbs/day) 
Flow - M3/day (MGD) 
B.O . D. 5 
Suspend ed Solids 
Fecal Coliform 






Chromium, (hexavalent) I 
COm!E:JTS 
DISCHARGE TO: EFFLUENT LI~ITATIONS 
CAPACITY 0 . 10 MGD Carpenter Creek via tributary 
DISCHARGE LIHITATIONS 
(Units Speci f i ed) MONITORI NG REQUIREME:-iTS 
MEASU RE~IENT SMIPLE 
AVERAGE MAXIMUM FREQUENCY TYPE 
~onitor when sa ~pling 
10 mg/l 15 mg/l weekly composite 
10 mg/l IS mg/l weekly compo~ite 
10 mg/l weekly grab 
weekly grab 
6 . 0-9.0 weekly grab 
0 . 25 mg/l 0.50 mg/l weekly grab 





INDUSTRIAL N. P.D.E . S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY. 1978 
PERMIT NAME Northern Indiana Public Service Company PERMIT NUMBER OUTFALL NilliBER 
ADDRESS R R 1 
Wheatfield 
IN 0053201 001 and 002 
LOCATION: COUNTY Jasper 1/2 SECTION 25 RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Wheatfield 
.TREATMENT FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION waste disposal lagoon, two secondary 
1 ~ , J ~ 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FINAL X INTERIM MO NTHLY AVG. WEEKLY HAX. 
(lbs/day) (lb s/day) 
Flow - M3/day (MGD) 
B. O.D. 5 
Suspended Solids 
Fecal Coliform 
Oil and Grease 
Phosphorus 
Temperatur e 
Ammonia . .' 
pH 
Total Chlorine Residue 1 
~~ant CapacHy F~rtor 




CAPACITY 7.4 MGD 
DISCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Units Specified) 
MONTHLY AVG. WE EKLY MAX. 
20 mg/l 30 mg/l 
20 mg/l 30 mg/l 





















INDUSTRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY. 1978 
PERMIT NAME Northern Indiana Stone Company 
ADDRESS S.R. 114, East Pleasant Ridge 
Rensselaer 








FINAL X INTERIM MO NT HLY AVG. WEEKLY MAX. 
(lbs/day) (lbs/day) 




Oil and Grease 
Phosphorus 
Temperature 







RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Rensselaer 
DISCHARGE TO: EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CAPACITY undetermined Ryan Ditch to Iroquois River 
DISCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Units Specified) MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
MEASUREMENT SAMPLE 
HONTHLY AVG. WE EKLY MAX. FREQUENCY TYPE 
monitor wheI1 sampling 
20 mg/l 30 mg/l mo~thlh ~~e~g lSC ar ln grab 
6.0-9.0 monthly grab 
.. 
J 
INDUSTRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY. 1978 
PERMIT NAME W. C. Babcock Construction Company 
ADDRESS Rensselaer 






FINAL X INTERIM MONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY MAX. 
(lbs/day) (lbs/day) 
Flow - M3/day (MGD) 
B. O.D. 5 
Suspended Solids 
Fecal Coliform 
Oil and Grease 
Phosphorus 
Temperature 










TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Rensselaer 
DISCHARGE TO: EFFLUENT LIMITATI ONS 
CAPACITY 0.10 MGD Iroquois River via Jasper County Road 
ditch 
DISCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Units Specified) MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
MEASUREMENT SAMPLE 
MONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY MAX. FREQUENCY TYPE 
20 mg/l 30 mg/l monthly grab 
I 
6.0-9.0 monthly grab 
.. 
INDUSTRIAL N.P.D.E . S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY. 1978 
PERMIT NAME Morocco Sand and Gravel Company PERMIT NUMBER IN 0042684 
OUTFALL NUMBER 
001 
ADDRESS 8.5 miles north of . Rensselaer and .5 miles west of 
intersection of S.R. 231 and County Road 300N 
LOCATION: CO UN TY Jasper SECTION 
* 
TREATMENT FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION Lake used for Settling 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FINAL INTERIM MONTHLY AVG. WE EKLY HAX. 
(lb s /day) (lbs/day) 




Oil and Grease 
Phosphorus 
Temperature 




Insufficient data; unable to plot 
---~ . --
RANGE * TOWNSHIP * 
EFFLUENT LI~ITATIONS 
CAPACITY .001 MGD 
DI SCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Units Specified) 
AVERAGE MAXIMUM 




Bruner Ditch to Iroquois River 
MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
MEASURE~!ENT SANPL E 
FREQUENCY TYPE 




I NDU STRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY , 1978 
PER.."1 IT NAM E Iroquois Peat Moss, Inc. 
ADDRESS 3 miles north of Rensselaer 
LOCATI ON : COUNTY Jasper 
TREATMENT FACI LITY septic 
DESCRIPTI ON 
EFFLUENT LIMITATI ON S 
CHARACTERISTIC S 
SECTION 
FI NAL I NTER I M MONTHLY AVG . WEEKL Y HAtX. 
(lb s/day) (lb s /day) 
Flo~ - M3/day (MGD) 
B.O.D. 5 
Sus pend ed Solid s 
Fecal Coli fo r m 
Oil and Gr ease 
Phos phor us 
Temper a t ur e 
Ammonia " "" 
pH 
COmlE:-!TS * unable to plot 
RAt-;GE TOWNSHIP 
EF FLUENT LI MITATIONS 
CAPACITY unde termi ned 
DISCHARGE LI MITATIONS 
(Uni ts Spec i f i ed) 
PERMIT NUMBER 




DISCHARGE TO : 
Iroquois River 
MONITORING REQUIREME0:TS 
MEASURE~!ENT SANP LE 
DAILY AVG. DAILY MAX . FREQUENCY TYPE 
measure when E amp ling 
20 mg/l 30 mg/l mont hly gr ab 
6.0-9.0 monthly grab 
" "" 
** 
sold Nov. 8, 1977 to Bay-Houston Towing Company 
-
I 
MUNICIPAL N.P . D.E.S. PE~~ITS AS OF ~~Y. 197 8 
PER~lIT NN-1E DeMotte, Town of 





LOCATION: COl!~TY Jasper III SECTIO~ N~ll/ 4 RA~GE 7W TO;"):SHIP 32N QUADRA NGLE DeMotte 
JREATMENT FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION Under Construction 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FDiAL INTERIX MO:-lTHLY AVG. WE EKL Y t-1A.X . 
(lbs/day) (lbs/day) 
Flow - MJ/day (MGD) 
EFFLU E~T LI~ITATI ONS 
CAPACITY 0.6 
DISCHARGE LIXITATIONS 
(Unit s Specified) 
HONTHLY AVG. WE EKLY K~X. 
TBD 
DI SCHARGE TO: Evers Ditch 
MO:-lITORHIG REQUIRE~!E~TS 
HEASU RE~!EN'T SA}!PLE 
FR EQUENCY TYPE 
daily continuous 
B.O.D. 5 TBD 200 mg/l TBD 3 x week 24-hr compositT 
Suspend ed Solid s TBD 200 mg/l TBD 3 x week 24-hr compositE 
Fec2.l Co lifo rm 
Residual Chlorine 0.5-1. 0 mg/l 5 x week grab 
Phosphorus (as p) I 10 mg/l 
pH 6.0-9.0 5 x week grab 1 
;total Solids 800 mg/l 
I 
: 
Ammonia as N 10 mg/l I 
I I 
CmND!T S These parameters are future projections. 
___ __ . - I 
_______ T~T~T ~~n 
I 
MUNICIPAL N.P.D.E.S. P E&~ITS AS OF ~AY . 1978 
PER~IT NANE Remington, Town of 
ADD RESS 3/4 mile N U.S. 24 and County road 630W 
LO CATION: C OU~TY Jasper #2 · SECT IO~ 
l REATMENT FACILIT Y 
DESCRIPTION Class II trickling filter plant 
-
_ .... _---_ .... - ..... .... -- -- - ---
EFFLUE~T LIMITATIONS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FINAL)( INTERI~ MONTH LY AVG . WEEKLY HAX. 
(lb s /d ay) ( lbs/ day) 
Flow - M3/da y (MGD) 
B. O.D . 5 21 









CO:r:[E~TS * April - October 31 
Unable to plot section. 
--
RAi"GE 6-7W TO' ... i>:SHIP 27N 
EFFLU E~T LI~ITATIO~S 
CAPACITY 0 .25 MGD 
DI SCHARGE LI~ITATIONS 
(Unit s Specified) 
PER.~lT Nm[BER 




DI SCHARGE TO : Carpenter Creek 
MO NITORING REQUIRE~[E;-:TS 
MEA SlJ RE~[ENT SA}[PLE 
HONTHLY AVG . WE EKLY t-l~,{ . FREQUENCY TYPE 
0.25 MGD daily continuous 
10 mg/l 15 mg/l 3 x week composite 
10 mg/l 15 mg/l 3 x week composite 
0.5 mg/l 1.0 mg/l 5 x week grab 
6.0-9.0 5 x week grab 






MUNICIPAL N.P.D.E.S. P E~~ITS AS OF ~AY. 1978 
PER~IT NAHE Rensselaer, City of 
ADD RESS SW of city, College and Milroy 
LOCATION : COU~TY Jasper #3 
TREATMENT FACILITY 
'SECTIOl\ 29 or RAl\ CE 6W 
30 
Tm.;;':SHIP 29 
DESCRIPTION Class II waste stabilization pond 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CAP.;'CITY 0.55 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS DI SCHARGE LIXITATIONS 
CHARACTERISTICS (Units Specified) 
PE~'1IT NL"}1BER 
I N 0024414 
OUTFALL NU~!BER 
001 
QUAD RA t--;GLE Rensselaer 
DIS CHARGE TO: Iroquois River 
MONITORING REQU IRE~!E~TS 
MEASURE~!ENT S~lPLE 
FI NAL X INTERI~ MONTHLY AVG. WEEKI.. Y HA.,(. HONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY t-Lo\.\:. FREQUENCY TYPE 
Obs/day) (lb s/ day) 
Flow - ~f3/day (MGD) 
* 
daily continuous 
B. O.D . 5 
* 
30 mg/l 45 mg/l 3 x week composite 
Suspend ed Solids 
* 
30 mg/l 45 mg/l 3 x week composite 
Fecal Coliform 
Residual Chlorine 0.5 mg/l 1. 0 mg/l 5 x week grab 
Phosphorus I 




Cmr:!E:.!TS * Based on Final Plan and design flow. 









MUNICIPAL N.P.D.E.S. PE~~ITS AS OF ~~y. 1978 
PER~lIT NANE Wheatfield, City of 
ADD RESS Wheatfield, Indiana 46392 
LOCATION : CO lJ~TY Jasper 114 ' SECTIO~ 25 
;REATME~T FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION Septic tank absorption system 
ana/or se tl.C tanKS 
EFFLUE~T LIMITATIO~ S 
CHA RACTERISTIC S 
FINAL X I NTERIX MO~THLY AVG . WE EKL Y HA.'{. 
Clbs/da y) (lbs/day) 
Flow - M3/da y (MGD) 
RA.~G E 6W TO' .... -:-:SHIP 32N 
EFFLUE~T LIXITATIO~S 
CAPACITY N/A 
DI SCHARGE LIXITATIO~S 






DI SCKARGE TO : Tributary of 
Wolf Creek 
MO~ITORING REQUIRE~lE~TS 
M EASl! RE:1ENT SA}lPLE 
HONTHLY AVG. WE EKLY K-\'~ . FREQl! ENCY TYPE 
* daily continuous 
I B.O.D. S * 10 mg/l * 15 mg/l * * 24-hr composit~ 
Suspended Solid s * 10 mg/l * 15 mg/l * * 24-hr compositE 
Feca l Coliform 
Residual Chlorine ** 0.5 mg/l 1. 0 mg/l * x week grab 
Phosphorus I 





CO:D!E:-.ITS * Determined by Facility Plan and design capacity 
** April 1 - October 31 
Facility Plan submitted and awaiting Engineer's submittal, Step 1 grant awarded 
SENT PUBLfC ~ .. P.D.E.S . . PE R.'1IT S AS OF !-!AY . 197 8 
PE?,~nT ~~(:: Carson Inn Motel 
AD DRESS · Junction of 1- 65 and U.S . 231 
PE~·!IT NL:-~BE? 





co!...": :r{ Jasper III SEeTIO:; N~2l/4 R.\~; G E: 7~v TO· ..;~:SH IP 27 N QUADR.\:;GLE Reming ton 
TREAT~E~T FACILIT~ Extended aeration; effluent 
DESCRI?T10~; chlorination; terminal lagoon 
Ef fLue:T LI~!lTATIO :; S 
CHARACTEK 1STICS 
fI~; '\L X n;TB l~ XO~;T nL'i AVG. WE::;Q ·l ~l-\"\. 
(lb s/day) (l bs/d.J. Y) 
Flow - }I J /da y (I'!GD) 
B.O.D. 5 3 . 5 
Sus pended Solid s 3. 5 
fe cal Coli fo r m 









EF FLCE:~T LI~!ITAT1 0 ~;S 
Cc\ P,\CITY 42 . 4 TGD 
DI SCH.-\ R.GE LI~!ITATIO~J S 
(~nLts S p~c ificd) 
WEEKLY AVG . MONTHLY AVG . 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
15 mg/1 10 mg/1 
DI SCH..-\RGE TO: 
Bice Ditch 
l-!O ~:rTORP:G 





400/100 m1 200/100 m1 weekly 
0 . 5 mg/1 t,vice/week 


























san PUBLIC N.P.D.E.S. PER.'1ITS AS OF ~!AY , 1978 
PER~lIT N~! E Kankakee Valley Junior-Senior High School PE~'lIT NL:-!BE~ 
IN 00304 90 
OCTFALL Nl~B E R 
001 
ADD RESS · On State Road 10, East of County ~oad 400W, approximately 3 miles west of Wheatfield 
LOCAT1 0 S: Cm.::;T'{ Jasper 112 SECTIO :; 28 R.\~; G E 6W TO· ... ~; SHI? 32N 
TREAT~! E~;T fACILI T":' Extended aeration plant providing EF FLCE::T LI~! ITAT 10 :; S 
DE SC?, I ? T1 0 ~; 2° treatment; chlorination; terminal CAP.-\CIT Y 30 TGD 
CI. ...... ""'l l . 
i EffLC E~T L1~ITATr O ~ S Dl SCH.\ RG E LI ~l ITATIO :lS 
CHARACTSR IST1C S (Un i ts Sp eciEi~J) 
fI~;'\ L X I~TER1~ ~O:; TliL 'i AVG . WEE:u:i HA...\ . WEEKLY AVG. MONTHLY AVG . 
(l bs / day) (l bs /d ay) 
Flow - MJ/day (MGJ ) 
B.O.D . S 2 ') 15 mldl 10 mg/l 
Su spend e d Solid s I 2 5 15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
QC.-\D~\~;GLE Wheatfield 
D1 S C ~-\RG E TO: A ditch to 
Schatzley ditch to Hodge ditch 
~!O:; IlOREG REQC 1RE:-~E :~TS 
:1 E.\ Si..: RC·1E:a S~lP L E 
FREQCC:CY TYP E 
daily ' 
weekly (Thur . ) composite 
weekly (Thur.) composite 
Fec al Coliform 400/100 ml 200/100 ml weekly (Thur.) grab 
Res iduRl Chlorine 0.5 mg/l t\vicehveek grab 
pH I 6-9 t\vice/week grab 
Max . Flow Rate GPM I I twice/week at ., ." . 
























SEHT PU BLIC N.P.D.E.S. P.ER.'1ITS AS OF ~!..W . 197 8 




ADDRESS ' Just North of State Road 10 betwe~n County Line Road and 1-65 
LOCATIO~; : CO!.:: :-:-Y Jaspe r 1/ 3 SEeTra:; 7 
TREAT~E~T fACILIT~ Extended aeration; effluent 
DESCR I ?TIO:; chlorination; rapid sand filter 
, 
EfFLUC:T LI:IITA TI O::S 
C I i.\ R.\CT ER 1STICS 
n::AL X UTER 1:-1 ~O~: T1!LY AVG. Wr:::~:.LY ~lA.\ . 
(lbs/day) (lbs/d.:l Y) 
FlolJ - HJ/day (~IGO) 
B.O.O . 5 6 fi 
Suspended Solids I 6.6 







I I I 
CO:-::E:.:1 5 
R.,\.~; G C: 7W TO' .. ;:: S HI ? 31N 
EFFLlE~T LI~ITATIO ~S 
CAPACITY 55TGD 
DI SCrL\ RGE LI:IIT.-HIO:--JS 
(Units Sp ecified) 
WEEKLY AVG. MONTHL Y AVG. . 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
400/100 ml 200/100 ml 
0.5 mg/ l 
6-9 
Q~AO R.\~ : G LE Shelby 
DISCHA RG E TO: Tributary of 
Otis-Boyle Ditch 
HO::ITOREG REQU IRE:·! C,TS 
X E..\ Sl RE:·I E::T S~'IPLE 






























SENT PUBLrC N.P.D.E.S . . PER.'1.ITS AS OF !-!AY , 197 8 
PER~tIT ~~~E Nickerson Farms Res taurant OUTFA LL ~C:-!BE?-001 
AD DR ESS ' 
Approximately 3 miles west of Rensse~aer in the NW 
quadrant of the intersection of 1-65 ~nd S.R . 114 
PER.'!IT ~ L:-!BER 
IN 0053422 
LOC '\T IO ~; : CO ~' ; ~ ~ y Jasper #4 SECTW:: 21 
TRE.-\T ~!E: ; T FACILIT": Extended aeration; rapid sand 
D ESCRI?TI O~ filt e rs; chlorination facilities 
EF F"LU E:';T LI:-!IT .-'l.TI O ~;S 
C!·t;.RACTER ISTI CS 
FI ~ ;'\ L X I~TER e~ ~O\THL Y A\'C . WE ::::zLY ~[A:\ . 
(lb s/ day) (lb s /do y) 
Flo \oJ - NJ / da y (l'!GD) 
B. O .D. 5 0.5 
Su spe nd e d Solid s 0.5 
Feccl Co liform 








RA~; GE 7W TO· .. ;;: So IP 29N 
EF F Ll E~T LI~ITAT IO ~ S 
CA PACITY 6 TGD 
DI SC H .. \ RC E LI:'!ITA TIO~IS 
(Unit s Specified) 
QljADR.:\~ ;CLE Rensselaer 
DISC~RCE TO: An Intermittent 
tributary to Yeoman Ditch 
HO~;rTORI~:C REQL: I RE:':E:~TS 
ME..\ SL: R. E:·!C~T S~! PL E 
WEEKLY AVG . MONTHL Y AVG . · FREQC E::CY TYPE 
daily . 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l weekly composite 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l weekly composite 
400/100 ml 200/100 ml weekly gr?~ 
0.5 mg/l t\oJice/week grab 
























SEHT PUBLrC ~.P.D.E.S. PER..'1lTS AS OF !-!.\Y , 197 8 
PER~!IT ~~!E Trail Tree Inn 
n ESS SW quadrant of the intersection of 1-65 and SRl14 
~D~ . ., 
, approximately 3 miles west of Renssel a er 
PER:'!lT Nl:-!BER 
IN 0041904 
O~TFAL L ~l~BER 
001 
Amendment GS-4 
LOCc\T IO ~; : COl:;T'i J as per 115 SEC TIO:: 28 
T REAT~[~T FACILITY Extended aeration; rapid sand 
D E5CRI? "I" IO ~ ; filter; chlorination facilities 
H FLu e:T LI:' { lTATI O~:S 
C 1 i.:\ RACT ER IST IC S 
n:; r\ L X I:;TERI~ MO~;n!LY AVG . 1,.; C:::;(L'l ~1A..\ . 
(l bs/day) (l bs / doy) 
Flo ..., - ~!3/d ay (!-IGD) 
B. O .D. 5 1.6 
Sus pended Solid s 1.6 
Fecal Coliform 








RA~; GC: 7W TO· .. :~ :SH I? 29N 
E FLC E:.'T LI ~!lT.-:"TIO :; S 
C,P:\ CIT Y 20 TGD 
DI SCrr .... \ RGE Lr-!IT.\TIO;lS 
(Un i ts S pecifi~d) 
WEEKLY AVG. MONTHLY AVG . 
15 mg/l 10 mg /l 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
400/100 ml 200/100 ml 
0 . 5 mg /l 
6-9 
--
Q~ .\DR.\;; GLE: Rensselaer 
DI SCHAE\.CC: TO: Intermittent 
tributary to Curtis Creek 
~!O ::lTORI~;G REQU IRe~ E:;TS 
XL\SC RE:·!:: :;r S'"c'{P LC: 
FR EQC E:,CY TYPE 
daily' 































COUNTY Jasper #1 
NAME Bailey, Greg and Mark ADDRESS RR 3 
LOCATION: SECTION NW 1/4 RANGE 7W 26 TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Rensselaer 
DATE ISSUED 5/16/77 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #2 
NAME Bee-Line Hogs, Inc. 
DISCHARGE TO Iroquois R. 5000 ' 
MANURE STORAGE : Concrete 
RUNOFF : 
STATUS Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RR 2 Box 183-2 
NE 1/4 
SECTION 11 RANGE 6W LOCATION: TOWNSHIP 3lN QUADRANGLE Wheatfield 
DATE ISSUED 10/19/76 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COM}lENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Tributary to STATUS 
Barnard Ditch 800 ' 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF : Combined 
Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Spray Irrigation 
CITY Rensselaer 47978 
CITY Wheatfield 46392 
COUNTY Jasper 03 
Belstr 
NANE Cont3c Production 
CATIO~: S ECTI 0:-: 13 
DATE ISSUED 
W,\STE CO~TROL FACILl TIF.S : 
CO!<C<IE!'-'TS 
COU~TY Jasper 
~~IE Buiter . Richard 
CO~FINED FEEDLOTS 
ADDRESS PO Box 376 
RA~GE 7W TOWNSHIP 32N 
DISCHARGE TO N/ A 
HA.'I;URE STORAGE : N/ A 
RUNOFF : N/A 
QUADRANGLE Demo tte 
STATUS Pending 
LA."W APPLICATION EQUIPHENT : N/A 
ADDRESS RR 2 Box 234 
TIO~: SE('TIO:-: ~1/2 of RAXGE 6W 
~E 1/4 
TOI.~SHIP 31N QuAD~~GLE Wheatfield 
11 
OATE ISSUED 6/23 5 
';\S7 ... CO~'TROL FACILITIES: 
DISCHARGE TO Wheatfield Ditch 
500 ' 
~l~~URE STORAGE : Concrete; Earthen 
Rl:~OrF : 
LAXD APPLICATIO~~ EQUIP~IEXT : Tank 
STATUS Board Approval 
agon 
CITY Demott 
CITY Wheatfield 4 2 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Jasper #5 
NAME Clauss, Marvin ADDRESS RR 2 
LOCATION: SW 1/4 SECTION 13 RANGE 7W TOWNSHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Remington 
DATE ISSUED 9/24/73 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMt-IENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #6 
NAME Dahm, Henry B. 
DISCHARGE TO Carpenter Creek 
1300 ' 
Mk~URE STORAGE : Concrete 
RUNOFF : Combined 
STATUS 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RR 3 Box 65 
Board Approval 
LOCATION: SECTION SW 1/4 RANGE 6W 
29 
TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Wheatfield 
DATE ISSUED 7/18/77 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COHHENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Schatley Ditch 
300' 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF : 
STATUS 





COUNTY Jasper #7 
NAME Davidson Brothers Farm 
LOCATION: SECTION 30 
DATE ISSUED 6/4/74 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
COMNENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #8 
NANE Davis, George 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
ADDRESS RR 1 
RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 27N 
DISCHARGE TO Unnamed Creek 
1/4 mile 
QUADRANGLE Remington 
STATUS Board Approval 
Mk~URE STORAGE : Concrete; Earthen pit 
RUNOFF : Adj acent Farm 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RR 1 Box 115 
LOCATION: SECTION 27, 33 RANGE 5W 
and 34 
TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE St . Pierre 
DATE ISSUED N/ A 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
C~INENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Davis Ditch 100 " 
Tributary to ' 
Kankakee River 
MANURE STORAGE: Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF : Adjacent Farmland 
STATUS N/A 




COUNTY Jasper #9 
NAME Defries Brother~ Fine Swine Farm 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
ADDRESS County Line Road 
LOCATION: SECTION NE 1/4 RANGE 36 7W TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Demotte 
DATE ISSUED 5/12/76 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper 1110 
NAME Dekock Farms Inc. John Dekock 
DISCHARGE TO Hoobee Ditch 500' W STATUS Board Approval 
MAJ\lURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: Adj acent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Spreader 
ADDRESS RR 1 Box 127 
LOCATION: SECTION SE 1/4- RANGE 7W 
27 
TOWNSHIP 31N QUADRANGLE Parr 
DATE ISSUED 5/15/73 and 8/20/76 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Moffitt Ditch 
1/2 mile 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete; 
RUNOFF: Combined 
STATUS Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader 
II ,., "'TI""\T T 't..7T,., L'\ .. 'T'Tr'\ T T ~"Tr'\T .'T 
CITY Demotte 
CITY Fair Oaks 47943 
I 
COUNTY Jasper #11 




LOCATION: SECTION NE 1/4 RANGE 
31; NW 1/4 32 
and 33 
7W TOWNSHIP 31N QUADRANGLE Parr 
DATE ISSUED 12/31/75 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #12 
NAME Devries, Mil ton 
DISCHARGE TO Otis Ditch 1/2 mile STATUS Board Approval 
MANURE STORAGE : Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank wagon; Spreader 
ADDRESS RR2 Box 335 
LOCATION : SECTION S 1/2 RANGE 
of 6; 5W TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Wheatfield 
N 1/2 of 7 
DATE ISSUED 1/23/76 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Barnard Ditch 
1 mile 
MANURE STORAGE : Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF: Adjacent farmland 
STATUS Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank wagon; Spreader 





COUNTY Jasper #13 
NAME Ey1ander, Nelson ADDRESS RR 1 Box 429 
LOCATION: SECTION SE 1/4 RANGE 
NW 1/4 6W TOWNSHIP 31N QUADRANGLE 
of 7 
DATE ISSUED 10/31/77 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
DISCHARGE TO Schatley Ditch STATUS 
500 ' 
M&~URE STORAGE : Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF : Combined 
Demotte 
Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Spray irrigation 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #14 
NAME Fair Oaks Farm ADDRESS N/A 
LOCATION: SECTION NE NW RANGE 8W 
1/4 1/4 
7W TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Fair Oaks 
1 6 
DATE ISSUED 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Curtis Creek 
3/4 mile 
MANURE STORAGE : N/ A 
RUNOFF: N/A 
LAND APPLtCATION EQUIPMENT : N/A 
STATUS 
,.,l."r'\TTUTf""I -C\UT'TI"\T T"'''T.T 
Pending 
CITY Demotte 46310 
CITY Fair Oaks 
• 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY 'Jasper #15 
NAME Furrer, Donald ADDRESS RR2 
LOCATION: SECTION NE 1/4 RANGE 6W 
33 
TOWNSHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Templeton 
DATE ISSUED 12/10/76 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMHENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #16 
NAME Grow Feedlots 
DISCHARGE TO Tributary to 
Iroquois River 
3/ 4 mile 
MA.i\l'URE STORAGE : Concrete 
RUNOFF : 
STATUS 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS Box 100 
Board Approval 
LOCATION : SECTION NW 1/4 RANGE 7W 
36& NE 1/4 
TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Parr 
25 
DATE ISSUED 4/10/72 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMHENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Davisson Ditch 
1/4 mile 
HANURE STORAGE : Solid; Earthen 
STATUS Staff Approval 
RUNOFF: Earthen pit; Adjacent farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Spreader 
11- C~lI"\TT~TC CH1T"\1I"\TT~1I"\T.T 





COUNTY Jasper #17 
NAME Hamstra, Sam Junior ADDRESS RR #1 CITY Wheatfield 46392 
LOCATION: SECTION NW 1/4 21 RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Wheatfield 
DATE ISSUED 6/20/72 DISCHARGE TO Schatzley Ditch STATUS 
400 ' 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : MANURE STORAGE : Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF : Earthen pit 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank ~-lagon 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #18 
Board Approval 
NAME Hamstra, Samuel G. Jr. ADDRESS RR #1 Box 217 CITY Wheatfield 46392 
LOCATION : SECTION NW 1/4 29 RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Demotte 
DATE ISSUED 4/22/76 and 5/12/76 DISCHARGE TO Schatzley Ditch STATUS 2500' 
~vASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE: Concrete; Solid 
RUNOFF: Adjacent farmland 






COUNTY Jasper #19 
NAME Hamstra, Samuel Jr . ADDRESS RR3 Box 186 
LOCATION: SECTION NW 1/4 RANGE 6W 
29 TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Demotte 
DATE ISSUED 3/21/78 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #20 
NAME Hamstra, Wilbert 
DISCHARGE TO Wesner Ditch 50 ' 
Mfu~URE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF : 
STATUS Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS PO Box 25 
LOCATION: SECTION E 1/2 RANGE 6W 
27 
TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Wheatfield 
DATE ISSUED 11/18/75 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
DISCHARGE TO Drainage Ditch 
20 ' 
MANURE STORAGE: Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF: Combined; Earthen pit 
STATUS Board Approval 
CITY Wheatfield 46392 
CITY Wheatfield 46392 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader; Spray Irrigation 
COMMENTS 
.... --r ....... ,'T ..... ,.., ,., T .. .,,.,, T j - '-c: ~1()T T\1T~ <) ~T>Tn.T. T ~nw I 

CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Jasper 1123 
NAME Henly Farms, Inc. ADDRESS 129 Grace Street 
LOCATION : SECTION NW 1/4 RANGE 
2 7W TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Rensselaer 
DATE ISSUED 4/15/74 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #24 
NAME Kingma Brothers 
DISCHARGE TO Iroquois River 
1200 ' 
Mk~URE STORAGE : Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
STATUS Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon; Spreader 
ADDRESS RR3 
LOCATION: SECTION SE 1/4 RANGE 7W 10 TOWNSHIP 3lN QUADRANGLE Demotte 
DATE ISSUED 4/18/74 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Private Ditch to STATUS Board Approval 
Evers Ditch 1/4 mile 
MANURE STORAGE : Solid; Concrete; Shallow 
RUNOFF: Adjacent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader 




COUNTY Jasper #25 
NAME Korniak, John 
LOCATION: SECTION 33 
DATE ISSUED 1/16/73 




RANGE 7W TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Rensselaer 
DISCHARGE TO A Trib~tar~ of the STATUS Board A roval 
Iroquols Rlver 75' pp 
MANURE STORAGE : Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF: Adjacent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader 
COUNTY Jasper Not numbered because it was not plotted on the base map. 
NAME Kuyrkendall, John ADDRESS RRl 
CITY Rensselaer 
CITY Remington 47977 
LOCATION: SECTION 34 . RANGE 7W TOWNSHIP N/ A QUADRANGLE Insufficient data 
DATE ISSUED Not Applicable DISCHARGE TO N/ A STATUS Pending 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
.- ..... ·.,. ..... ..... T T1"Tn n .. .,.T'Tf"\TTt.' f"\T.l Ii 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Jasper #26 
NAME Lean Line Pigs, Inc. ADDRESS RR 2 Box 137 
LOCATION: SECTION SW 1/4 RANGE 
28 7W 
TOWNSHIP 3lN QUADRANGLE Parr 
DATE ISSUED 6/20/72 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #27 
NAME Lehe, Arthur Jr. 
DISCHARGE TO Stover Ditch 
1 mile 
STATUS Board Approval 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF: Earthen Pit 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RFD 2 Box 207 
LOCATION: SECTION SE 1/4 RANGE 6W 
33 TOWNSHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Templeton 
DATE ISSUED 1/25/77 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Dollick Creek 
3/4 mile 
MANURE STORAGE: Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF: Adjacent Farmland 
STATUS Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader 
,,-




COUNTY Jasper 1128 
NAME Lewis, Robert ADDRESS RR 1 
LOCATION: 
SW 1/4 
SECTION 35 RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP BarkleYQUADRANGLE Gifford 
DATE ISSUED Not Applicable DISCHARGE TO Norman Ditch 
1.5 miles 
STATUS Pending 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper 1129 
NAME N&H Hog Farm 
Wilbert, Hamstra 
MAl'JURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Spreader 
ADDRESS RFD 1 
LOCATION: SECTION SE 1/4 RANGE 5W 
34 TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE San Pierre 
DATE ISSUED 5/12/76 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Davis Ditch 
1/4 mile north 
STATUS Board Approval 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF: Combined 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader 
d 
CITY Rensselaer 47978 
CITY Wheatfield 46392 
., 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Jasper #30 
NAME Nelson, Hm.,ard ADDRESS RR #6 CITY Rensselaer 47978 
LOCATION: SECTION N 1/2 of 6 RANGE 6W 
and SW 1/4 of 31 
TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Parr 
DATE ISSUED 6/24/74 and 4/21/76 DISCHARGE TO Davidson Ditch 2000' 
STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : MANURE STORAGE : Concrete 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #31 
NAME Northern Trust 
Farm Number 180 
RUNOFF : 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS 50 South LaSalle 
Street 
CITY Chicago, Illinois 
LOCATION : SECTION SW 1/4 11 RANGE 7W TOWNSHIP 3lN QUADRANGLE Demotte 
DATE ISSUED 3/25/74 DISCHARGE TO Stover Ditch 
1 mile 
STATUS 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE : Solid; Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF: Earthen Pit; Adjacent Farmland 
Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT Tank Wagon; Spreader 
COMMENTS 
"'-
COUNTY Jasper #32 
NAME Northern Trust 
Farm Number 181 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
ADDRESS 50 South LaSalle Street 
LOCATION: 
NE 1/4 Hi 
SECTION SE 1/4 RANGE 7W QUADRANGLE Demotte TOWNSHIP 3lN 
11; and SW 1/4 12 
DATE ISSUED 3/25/74 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #33 
NAME Potts, Richard 
DISCHARGE TO Rockwell Ditch STATUS 
Mk~URE STORAGE: Solid; Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF: Earthen Pit; Adjacent Farmland 
Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader 
ADDRESS RR 5 
LOCATION : SECTION SW 1/4 RANGE 5W 31 TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE McCoysburg 
DATE ISSUED 8/17/76 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Tyler Ditch 
175' 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
STATUS Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
11-




COUNTY Jasper #34 
NAME Pul lin , Rabin 
LOCATION: SECTION 
DATE ISSUED 9/18 / 72 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
ADDRESS RRl 
SW 1/4 of 32 6W 29N Parr 
RANGE TOWNSHIP QUADRANGLE 
NE 1/4 of 5 6W 28N Rensselaer 
DISCHARGE TO Tributary of the 
Iroquois River STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : MANURE STORAGE : Solid; Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF : 
CITY Rensselaer 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spray Irrigation; Spreader 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #35 
NAME Rodibaugh , Jack ADDRESS RR 1 
LOCATION: SECTION NE 1 / 4 RANGE 6W 4 TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE McCoysburg 
DATE ISSUED 4/ 12 / 73 DISCHARGE TO N/ A STATUS Staff Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE : Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF : 





COUNTY Jasper #36 
NAME Savich, Emil ADDRESS RR II I CITY Rensselaer 
LOCATION : SECTION SW 1/4 3 RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Gifford 
Tributary of the 
DATE ISSUED 7/17/73 DISCHARGE TO Iroquois River STATUS Board Approval 





LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
Jasper #37 
Sayler Farms, Thomas 
Sayler 
ADDRESS RR #2 CITY Rensselaer 47978 
LOCATION : SECTION S 1/2 of RANGE 6W 
21 
TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE McCoysburg 
DATE ISSUED 8/ 9/76 DISCHARGE TO Iroquois Riyer 
500' 
STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: Adjacent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT; Tank Wagon 
COMMENTS 
IJI - -----. -=----
COUNTY Jasper 1138 
NAME Swamphogs Ltd . , Kirk, 
Clark 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
ADDRESS RR 2 
LOCATION: SECTION NE 1/4 RANGE 6W 
SE 1/4 
TOWNSHIP 31N QUADRANGLE Gifford 
25 
DATE ISSUED 4/28 / 76 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper 1139 
NAME Tillett , Donald 
DISCHARGE TO Oliver Ditch 
800 ' 
Mfu~URE STORAGE: Concrete 
STATUS Board Approval 
RUNOFF : Adjacent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RR 2 
LOCATION : SECTION NW 1/4 RANGE 5W 
NE 1/ 4 
TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Francesville 
3 
DATE ISSUED 4/ 23 / 76 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Tributary to 
Iroquois River, 3/ 4 mile 
MANURE STORAGE : Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: 
'II 






COUNTY Jasper #40 






SECTION S 1/2 RANGE 7W 
1/2 of SE 1/4 
TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Remington 
and SW 1/4 of 25 
5/ 18/76 DISCHARGE TO Private Ditch to Carpenter Creek 
1,320' 
STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #41 
NAME Tonner and Hurley 
MANURE STORAGE : Concrete 
RUNOFF : 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS 702 Milroy 
LOCATION : SECTION All of RANGE 6W 
14 
TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE McCoysburg 
DATE ISSUED 11/18/75 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
Open Ditch to Oliver 
DISCHARGE TO D' t h t I . STATUS Board Approval ~ c 0 roquo~s 
River 400' 
MANURE STORAGE : Concrete; Shallow 
RUNOFF : Adjacent Farmland 





COUNTY Jasper 1142 
NAME Waibel, Ralph ADDRESS RR 2 
LOCATION: SECTION NW 1/4 RANGE 7W 
14 
TOWNSHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Remington 
DATE ISSUED 9/29/75 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper 1143 
NAME Waibel, Ralph 
DISCHARGE TO Carpenter Creek 
2,200 ' 
M&~URE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF : 
STATUS Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RR 2 
LOCATION : SECTION ~~ ~ 4 RANGE 
1/4 13 
7W TOWNSHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Remington 
DATE ISSUED 8/17/71 DISCHARGE TO Carpenter Creek STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF : 






COUNTY Jasper #44 
NAME Wilder, Ivan ADDRESS RR #2 CITY Remington 
LOCATION : SECTION SW 1/4 15 RANGE 7W TOWNSHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Remington 
DATE ISSUED 11/21/72 DISCHARGE TO Claude May and Gusheva Ditch 
3/4 mile 
STATUS 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #45 
NAME Wuethrich, David 
Wand W Hog Farm 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RR #5 Box 56 
Staff Approval 
CITY Francesville 
LOCATION: SECTION NW 1/4 12 RANGE 5W TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Francesville 
DATE ISSUED 1/ 9/76 DISCHARGE TO Pe1sey Ditch 
1/4 mile 
STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: Earthen pit 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
COMMENTS 
.... ~ ......... .... ...... _ ,.. "''''T''TI"'\T J ~ ~nT .T.W.T. ~ f) ~nrn.T. T ~()W 
COUNTY Jasper #46 












WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMNENTS 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
ADDRESS RR 5 
RANGE 5W TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Francesville 
DISCHARGE TO Sma11fe1t Ditch 
and Pe1sey Ditch 
2,000 ' 
STAT US Board Approval 
MANURE STORAGE : Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF: 
CITY Rensselaer 47978 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon; Spray Irrigation 
ADDRESS CITY 
RANGE TOWNSHIP QUADRANGLE 
DISCHARGE TO STATUS 
MANURE STORAGE : 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : 
LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Jasper #1 
SITE NAME St. Joseph College Dump 
STREET LOCATION 2 miles Southwest of Rensselaer 
LOCATION: SECTION S ~ 36 RANGE 7W TOWNSHIP 29 N QUADRANGLE Rensselaer 
DATE OPENED 1965 DATE CLOSED 3/74 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #2 
SITE NAME Dougherty Landfill 
STREET LOCATION 3/4 mile E of County road 380 W on County road 900 S 
LOCATION: SECTION 9 or 16 RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Wolcott 
DATE OPENED 1966 DATE CLOSED 1/73 
COMMENTS 
... _. _ _ _ _____ _ 0 __ ----_ 0 _---
LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Jasper #3 
SITE NAME Wheatfield Dump 
STREET LOCATION ~ mile E of S. R. 49 on C.R. 1300 N 
LOCATION: SECTION 19 or 3~GE 5W TOWNSHIP 32 N QUADRANGLE Wheatfield 
DATE OPENED 1938 DATE CLOSED 5/72 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #4 
SITE NAME Swartzel Dump 
STREET LOCATION 1 mile E of Rensselaer 114 
LOCATION: SECTION 29 RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 29 N QUADRANGLE Rensselaer 
DATE OPENED 196 7 DAT E CLOSED 1970 
COMMENTS 
~ ""'TI"\T T't...7T ("'I n "'1T'TAT T .. ,nT." I I 
LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Jasper #5 
SITE NAME John Myer Dump 
STREET LOCATION 2 miles E. of 53 on 400 N 
LOCATION: SECTION 4 or 9RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Gifford 
DATE OPENED 1958 DATE CLOSED 1970 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #6 
SITE NAME George Porter Dump 
STREET LOCATION 1~ miles W of 231 on County road 1300 S 
LOCATION: SECTION 350r2 RANGE 7W TOWN SHIP 270r28 QUADRANGLE Remington 
DATE OPENED 1964 DATE CLOSED 1971 
COMMENTS 
• C~'/,,\T TWT c: "~1T).'f(H.T l\l()tJ a: 
LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Jasper 117 
SITE NAME Remington Town Dump 




SECTION 24,25 RANGE6 or 7W TOWNSHIP 27N 
19,or 20 
1958 DATE CLOSED 1971 
COUNTY Jasper 118 
SITE NAME Bumkan Road Dump 
STREET LOCATION West of Rensselaer on Bumkan Road 
LOCATION: SECTION 25 RANGE 7W TOWNSHIP 29N 




1- C~1f"'1T T'I-7T C t:)f\1T)l() .T.TtM)tJ I 
SALT STORAGE AREAS 
COUNTY Jasper 111 
LOCATION: SECTION 19 RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Rensselaer 
TYPE OF FACILITY permanently covered stockpile 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper 112 
LOCATION : SECTION 20 RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Remington 




COUNTY Jasper /I 1 
SITE NAME W. C. Babcock Construction Co., Inc. 
~ 
STREET LOCATION SE edge of Renselaer on Park Avenue 
LOCATION: SECTION SE ~ RANGE 6W 
SE ~ 
TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Rensselaer 
30 
DIMENSION CRUSHED x 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper II 2 
SITE NAME Northern Indiana Stone Company 




SECTION SE > 
NE 1 
27 
RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE McCoysburg 
CRUSHED X 
'=:l\TnT .T.V.T.<:: ~HJT}lOJ~1NOW I 
U.S.G.S. STREAM GAUGING STATIONS 
COUNTY Jasper #1 
NAME Kankakee River at Dunns Bridge 
LOCATION: 
DRAINAGE AREA 
SECTION ND!; SD!; RANGE 5W 
215 1,352 mi 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE 3 1,292 ft /sec 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 310 cu ft/sec 
RIVER BASIN Illinois ' 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #2 
NAME Kankakee River near Kouts 
TOWNSHIP 32N 
LOCATION: SECTION swl.z; NE% RANGE sw TOWNSHIP 32N 
6 
DRAINAGE AREA 1,376 mi2 
3 AVERAGE DISCHARGE N/A (mean for 1975 - 1482 ft /sec) 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW N/A 
RIVER BASIN Illinois 
COMMENTS 
QUADRANGLE San Pierre 
QUADRANGLE Wheatfield 
~~_Il 
U.S.G.S. STREAM GAUGING STATIONS 
COUNTY Jasper #3 
NAME Iroquois River at Rosebud 
NW 1/4 of 
LOCATION: - SECTION sw 1/4 RANGE 
DRAINAGE AREA 30. 3 mi . 2 
24 
7W TOWNSHIP 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE 3 for 28 years - 25 .9 ft . /sec. 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW- FLOW 1. 6 cu. ft. /sec. 
RIVER BASIN Illinois 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #4 
NAME Iroquois River near North Marion 
LOCATION: 
DRAINAGE AREA 
SECTION NE 1/4 of RANGE 
NW 1/4 16 
134 mi. 2 
6W TOWNSHIP 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE 3 for 27 years - 127 ft. /sec. 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 3.0 cu . ft./sec. 








U.S.G.S. STREAM GAUGING STATIONS 
COUNTY Jasper #S 
NAME Iroquois River at Rensselaer 
LOCATION: SECTION NW 1/4 of RANGE 
SE 1/4 29 
TOWNSHIP 6W 29N 
DRAINAGE AREA 194 mi2 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE 3 for 28 years - 164 ft /sec. 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 4.4 cu. ft./sec. 
RIVER BASIN Illinois ' 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #6 
NAME Bice Ditch near South Marion 
LOCATION: SECTION NE 1/4 of RANGE 6W TOWNSHIP 28N 
NW 1/4 22 
DRAINAGE AREA 22 6 . 2 
• ml.. 
3 AVERAGE DISCHARGE for 27 years - 16.7 ft. /sec. 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 0 cu. ft./sec. 




U.S.G . S. STREAM GAUGING STATIONS 
COUNTY Jasper #7 
NAME Slough Creek near Collegeville 
LOCATION: SECTION SE~ N~ RANGE 
12 
DRAINAGE AREA 84.1 mi2 
7W 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE 27 years - 71.1 ft 3/see 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 1.1 eu ft/ see 
RIVER BASIN Illinois 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Jasper #8 
NAME Carpenter Creek at Egypt 
LOCATION: SECTION S~ SW~ RANGE 
15 
DRAINAGE AREA 48.1 mi2 
7W 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE 27 years - 37.3 ft 3/see 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 0 eu ft/see 
RIVER BASIN Illinois 
COMMENTS 
TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Rensselaer 
TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Remington 
v.:.L.vU.l.J,.VW L.6.O ................ _ - -- Il 
INDUSTRIAL N.P.D .E .S . PERMITS AS OF ~AY, 1978 




ADD RESS 2001 East Union Street 
Goodland 
LOCATION : COUNTY Newton #1 SECTION 23-26 RANGE 8W TOWNSHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Goodland 
.TREATMENT FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION septic tank 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FINALX INTERIM MONTHLY AVG . 
(lbs/day) 









Nitrates (measured as NO -NO ) 
2 3 
COM}1E~TS 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS DISCHARGE TO: 
CAPACITY undetermined Hunters Creek 
DISC HARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Units Specified) MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
MEASUREMENT SANPLE 
WEEKLY HAX. HONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY HAX . FREQUENCY TYPE 
(lbs/day) 
measure when sampling 
1U mg/1 1) mg/.l month.ly graD 
10 mg/1 monthly grab 
.' 
6.0-9.0 monthly grab 
10 mg/l measure when samoling 
' , 




INDUSTRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY, 1978 
Evers Reduction Plant 
Kentland 
400 55' 20" 
COUNTY Newton 
870 26' 33" 







DISC HARGE TO: .TREATMENT FACILITY septic tank, absorption field 
DESCRIPTION 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CAPACITY 0.001 MGD Iroquois River via unnamed waterway 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS DISCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
I CHARACTERISTICS (Units Specified) MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
MEASUREMENT SANPLE 
FINAL X INTERIM MONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY t-1AX. HONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY MAX . FREQUENCY TYPE 
(lbs/day) (lbs/day) 
Flow - M3/da y (MGD) monitor when sampling 
B.O.D. 5 20 mg/l 30 mg/l monthly composite 
Suspended Solids 20 mg/l 30 mg/l monthly composite 
Fecal Coliform 








u.:J.VUJ,.J.VpJ I..U ......... ___ - -- ., 
INDUSTRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY, 1978 
PERMIT NAME Newton County Stone Company, Inc. PERMIT NUMBER OUTFALL NUMBER 
IN 0037613 001 
ADDRESS U.S. Route 24, 3 miles east of Kentland 
LOCATION: COUNTY Newton #3 SECTION 24 
,TREATMENT FACILITY 




FINAL X INTERIM MONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY HAX. 
(lbs/day) (lbs/day) 











--- - - - -
RANGE 9W TOWNSHIP 27N 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CAPACITY 0.005 MGD 
DISCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Units Specified) 
HONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY MAX. 
20 mg/l 30 mg/l 
6.0-9.0 
' , 













MUNICIPAL N.P.D.E .S. PE~~ITS AS OF ~AY . 197 8 
PER~IT NANE Goodland, Town of 
ADD RESS West Union Street 





LOCATION : COl!~TY Newton 1J1SECTIO~ 22 RA:-; CE 8W Tm.;:--ISHIP 27N QUAD RANGLE Goodland 
TREATME~T FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION Septic tanks at present 
EF FLUE~T LIMITATIO~S 
CAPACITY * 0.25 MGD 
'1< A,..t--!""h .n Slllnl1:e wI err.luen~ Cn.lOrlna~10n 
EFFLUE~T LIMITATI ONS DI SCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
CHARACTERISTICS (Un i t s Sp ec ified) 
FINAL X INTERI~ MONTHLY AVG. WEEKL Y HA..'C HO NTHLY AV G. WE EKLY K<\"",. 
(lbs/day) (lb s/day) 
Flow - t-13/day (MGD) * n ?<; Mr::n 
B.O.D . 5 
'T'Rn ** 10 mQ:/1 15 mg/1 
Suspended Solids 
'T'Rn ** 10 mQ:/1 15 mg/1 
Feca l Colifo r m 
Residual Chlorine 0.5-1.0 mg/1 
Phosphorus I 





.* Projection from Facility Plan 
DI SCHARGE TO: Hunters Ditch 
MO~ITORING REQU IRE(-lE~TS 
MEASURE~lENT SM1P LE 
FREQUENCY TYPE 
daily continuous 
TBDk* 24-hr composite 
** 24-hr compositE TBD 
TBD'<* grab 
TBD'<* grab 
** TBD- To Be Determined 







_u ___ . _ __ _ . __ __ .n.' S 
...,_ ..................... ---- -
MUNICIPAL N.P.D.E.S. PE~~ITS AS OF ~~Y, 197 8 
PER!1 IT NAt-IE Kentland, Town of 
ADD RES S 214 East Dunlap Street 
PE~~IT NlJ,}!BER 
I N 0023329 
OUTFALL NUMBER 
001 
LO CAT I ON : COU~TY Newton #2 SECTIO~ 16-21 RA;-'; GE 9W TO' .... 01SHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Kentland 
JREATME~T FAC ILITY 
DESCRIPTION Class II extended aeration 
EFFLUE~T LIMITAT I ONS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FINAL X I NTERIX MONTHLY AVG. WEE KL Y 1'1A.'\ . 
(lbs/da y) (lbs/day) 
Flol.T - I'tJ/day (MGO) 
B. O. O. 5 (; 0 
Suspended Solid s 60 
Fecal Coliform 
Residual Chlorine 





EFFLUE~T LI~ITATI ONS 
CAPAC ITY 0.24 MGD 
DI SCHARGE LIXITATIONS 
(Units Sp ec ified) 
MONTHLY AVG . WE EKLY K~,\ . 
0.24 MGD 
30 rng/l 45 rng/l 
30 mg/l 45 mg/l 
200/100 m1 400/100 ml 
0 . 5-1. 0 mg/l 
6 . 0-9.0 
DI SCHARGE TO : Kent Ditch 
MO NITORING REQUIRE~IE:';TS 
MEASlJ RE:·IENT SA}!PLE 
FREQUENCY TYPE 
daily continuous 
3 x week 24-hr composit~ 
3 x week 24-hr compositE 
5 x week grab 
5 x week grab 
u.:J,.LJU.LJ.V~ ..... ". ....... "'~ -- - - u ......... ~ .... "' ..................... ....,~ II ...,.................... .......... .... ...................................... 1 ... 
I 
I 
MUNICIPAL N.P.D.E.S. PE~~ITS AS OF ~AY. 197 8 
PER~IT NAHE Morocco, Town of 
ADD RESS Morocco, Indiana 47963 
LOCATION : COl!~TY Newton 113 ' SECTIO~ 22 
JREATME~T FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION Septic tank absorption fields 
~L.L~ _.... ...,~""" _____ _ ..... 60 .. 60_ .... 
EFFLUENT LUIITATI ONS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FINAL X I NTERIM MO:-.lTHLY AVG . WEEKI.. Y HA..'C 
Cl bs/day) (lb s/day) 
Flow - t-f3/day (MGD) 
B.O . D. 5 
* 
Suspend ed Solid s * 
Fecal Colifo rm 








I N 0040401 
OUTFALL Nm-IBER 
001 
RA:-;GE 9W To r,·;~SHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Morocco 
EFFLUE~T LIMITAT IONS 
CAPAC ITY 0.1-0.49 MGD 
DI SCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Units Specified) 
HONTHLY AVG . WE EKLY KO\X . 
* MGD 
30 mg/l * 45 mg/l * 
30 mg/l 45 mg/l 
0.5-1. 0 mg/l 
6.0-9.0 
DI SCHARGE TO: Deardurf Ditch 
and Beaver Creek 
MONITORING REQUIRE:IENTS 
MEASU RE:IENT S~IPLE 
FR EQUENCY TYPE 
daily continuous 
* ,.. .. "n ... "" c ~ .. " 
* 




CmNE:JTS * Determined by Facility Plan and design capacity 
** April 1 to October 31 
Facility Plan submitted and awaiting Engineer's submittal, projected certification 9/79, Step 1 awarded 
, 
I 






MUNICIPAL N.P.D.E . S. P E~~ITS AS OF ~~y. 197 8 




ADDRESS Brook, Indiana 47922 
LO CATION: COU~TY Newton #4 . . . NE 1/4 . SECTIO~ 19 R,\:-; CE 8W TQ'..:~SHIP 28N 
JREATMENT FACILITY 
DESCRIPTI ON Septic tank absorption and/or septic 
~ .... _- _. - .. 




FI NAL X I NTERIM MONTHLY AVG . WEEKLY NAX. 
(lbs/ day) (lb s/day) 
Flow - M3/da y (MGD) 
B.O.D. S 
* 










CAPACITY 0.1 MGD 
DI SCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Units Specified) 
HO~THLY AVG. WEEKLY K-\X . 
30 mg/l * 45 mg/l * 
30 mg/l * 45 mg/l * 
200/100 m1 400/100 ml 
6.0-9.0 
CO~~!E~TS * To be determined by Facility Plan, State is processing Step 3. 
** Waste Stabilization treatment will be implemented by Facility Plan 
QUAD RA~GLE Goodall 
DISCHARGE TO : Iroquois River 
MONITORING REQUIR~[E~TS 
HEASL'RE:!ENT SA}[PLE 














SEH.T PUBLTC ~.P.D.E.S. PE R.'1LTS AS OF !-~.:\Y . 197 8 
PER~tLT ~~! E North Newton Junior-Senior High School 
Intersection of County Roads 250N an.~ 200H; 
approximately 6 miles north of Morocco 
PE~'!IT NL-::3ER 
I N 0031143 
OCTFA LL Nl:·IBER 
001 
ADD RESS · 
LOCATIO:; : CO 1..: :;1'[ Ne~.,rton III SECTIO:: 21 RA:--;GC: 9\.[ TO·,·:::SHI? 30N 




FI~:AL X I~T~K I~! 
Flow - M3/da y (MGD) 
B.O . D. S 
Suspended So l id s 
Fec2 l Co li form 
Re s idu~l Chlorine 
pH 
Max . Flow Rate GPM 
CO::-:E:<TS 
Extended aeration plant pioviding EF FLCE~T LI~ITATIO~S 
secondary trea tm ent with CAPAC IT Y 28.1 TGD 
chlorination facilities 
DISCP_-\ RCE LI~ILTATIO:-JS 
(Units Specif ied ) 
~O~;TiiLY AVe. . Wc:::::zr.. y ~L-\..\. WEEKLY AVG. MONTHLY AVG. 
(l bs/day) (l bs/d.J.y) 
2 . 3 15 mg/l 10 mg/ l 
2 . 3 15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
I 400/100 ml 200/100 ml 
0 . 5 mg/ l 





I I I 
t..Ju.V~"'.A._ "'" ..... ... .. _-- --
QtJADR.\:;CU: Enos 
DISCtL-\RCE TO: 
Ditch to Beaver Creek 
MO~ITOREC REQU IRE:'!E~TS 
l1EA Si..: RE:·! E:~ T S~I P LC: 
FREQL! E:\CY TYPE 
daily ' 
weekly (Thur.) composite 
weekly (Thur . ) composite 
~.,reekly (Thur.) composite 
twice /week gr ab 
twice/week 
t~.,rlce/~yeek at 
"ff l " n 1"" tJ"i r I 



















SENT PUBLTC N.P.D.E.S . PER-"1ITS AS OF !-!AY, 197 8 




ADD RESS . Roselawn Drive; NE of Roselawn 
LOCAT IO:; : CO!.:ST'{ Newton 11 2 SEcno:: 10 or llR.A~;GC: 8W TO',;::SH I? 31N 
TREAT~ E~T FACILIT~ Extende d aeration plant; 
, 
D ESCR I?T I O ~ ; pressure type sand filt e rs; chlorination 
faciliti e s 
EF f L~E~:T LI:1ITATIO :; S 
Cl l \ RACTER ISTlC S 
FI ~;,\ L X D:T ER I~ ~~O~; T!iLY AVG. WE;(L Y ~L\.,\ . 
(lb s/day) (l bs /d .:ty) 
Flo \..! - H3 / d.:t y (~lGD) 
B. O. O. S 2. 8 
Su spended So l ids 2. 8 
Feca l Co liform 
Res i d urt l Chl o r i ne 
p H I 





CO:-:-: E:·:1 S 
EF FLU::';T Ll~llT.':"TlO :: S 
CAPAC IT Y 34 . 2 TGD 
DI SC(-1 .. \ :\GE LI~llT,\TIO~!S 
(Un its Specified) 
WEEKLY AVG . MONTHLY AVG. 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
400/100 ml 200/100 ml 
0.5 mg/l 
6-9 
"avUllVIJ U-I .... , ..... ..., ....... -- - -
QCADR-\~:GU: Shelby 
D Iscrl~RGE TO: 
Hibler Ditch 
t-10~;rTORI~: G REQUIRC!E::TS 
:1 E..\Sl..' RC·l::: :r S ~lPLC: 
FREQC E~:CY TYPE 
daily ' 
wee kly compos it e 
\<1eekly composite 
weekly grab 
twice/week gra b 
wee kly grab 
twice/ week at 
o f f l o nt- r.TO ;"-




















SEMT PUBue N.P.D.E.S. PER..'1lTS AS OF !-!A"i , 197 8 
PEK~lIT N~!:: South Newton J unior-Senior High School 
In t ersection of SR 555 and County Roaq l300S; 
approximately 4 miles NE of Kentland 
PE R.:·!IT Nl:-!BER 
I N 0041122 
OGTFA LL NCMBE~ 
001 
ADD RESS ' 
, 
LOC.\T1 0~; : CO!.:: ;T'{ Newton SECTIO :; * 
TREAT:-! E:;T FAC1L1T': Extended aeration plant 
DESCRI?T10~ providing 2° treatment followed by 
d fil 
-
EF FLGE~T L1~1TATI O ~S 
OL\ RA.CTER. 1ST1CS 
FI:-iAL X 1:';TER1~ ~O :-;THLI AVC. WE:u. y ~1A.,(. 
(lb s/day) (l bs/ d.J. Y) 
Flor.J - ~!3 /d.J.y (~!GD) 
B.O.D. 5 2 . 2 
Suspended Solid s 2 . 2 
Fecal Co li form 
Res idurtl Chlorine 
pH I 





R..-\~ ; G c: 9W TO· .. ;::Si-i1? 27N 
EFFLCE~T L1~1TAT10~S 
CAP .-\C ITY 25TGD 
DI SC H.\RG E LI~! IT A TIO~,S 
(Units Specified) 
WEEKLY AVG . MONTHLY AVG . 
15 me/l 10 mg/ l 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
400/100 ml 200/100 ml 
0 . 5 mg/l 
6-9 
C O~C-:E :':lS * Insufficient data; unable to plot section 
ualJCLJ.l.V~ l.LI .u ..... "'- _ ... - - -
QCADR..\~; GLE Kentland 
D1 SCH.A RCE TO : 
Montgomery Ditch 
!-!o :-;ITO R I :-:C RE QU 1RE:':E:~TS 
ME.\SL: RE:·I:::a S~IPLC: 
FR EQC E::C'i. TYP E 
daily' 
weekly compo si te 
weekly composite 
weekly grab 
twice/ ~veek grab 
weekly grab 
twice/week at 
~ F F 1 ,., ... '.' ~ ; .. 
I 


















COUNTY Newton #1 
NAME Blaney, William K. ADDRESS RR 1 
LOCATION: SECTION N 1/2 RANGE 
5 9W 
TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Morocco 
DATE ISSUED 11/ 9/76 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Newton #2 







WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Shuey Tile 2 miles STATUS Board Approval 
Mk~URE STORAGE: Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF: Earthen Pit; Adjacent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RR 1 
RANGE 8W TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Mount Ayr 
DISCHARGE TO Spitter Ditch 40 ' STATUS Board Approval 
MANURE STORAGE : Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF: Combined 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
CITY Morocco 47963 
CITY Morocco 47963 
III ~~~~nos INIOd-NON saJ'llilOS IN10d: II SNOIIVIS DNI~OIINOW 

COUNTY Newton #3 






WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Newton #4 
NAME Clark, Gary 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
ADDRESS RR2 CITY Brook 
RANGE 8W TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Goodland 
DISCHARGE TO Sage Ditch 100' STATUS Board Approval 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF: Combined 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RR 1 CITY Morocco 
LOCATION: SECTION Center RANGE 33 9H TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Morocco 
DATE ISSUED 7/18/72 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Tributary of the Iroquois River 
1. 75miles 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete; Earthen 
STATUS Board Approval 
RUNOFF: Combined; Adjacent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spray Irrigation; Spreader 
sa8~nos INIOd-NON sa8W1os INlOd: II SNOIIV1S DNI~OIINOW 

CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Newton #5 
NAME Elija Victor ADDRESS RR 2 CITY Morocco 47963 
NW 1/4 
LOCATION: SECTION 2 RANGE 9W TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Morocco 
DATE ISSUED 9/25/74 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Newton #6 
NAME Elijah, Victor 
LOCATION : SECTION 30 
DATE ISSUED 5/15/73 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
( 
DISCHARGE TO Clark Ditch 
1 mile 
STATUS Board Approval 
Mfu~URE STORAGE: Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF: Combined; Earthen Pit 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RR 2 
RANGE 8W TOWNSHIP 29N 
DISCHARGE TO Zoborosky Ditch 
1.5 miles 
QUADRANGLE Morocco 
STATUS Board Approval 
MANURE STORAGE : Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF: Earthen Pit 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
CITY 
saJEnos lNIOd-NON saJ'rulos lN10c'r 
Morocco 47963 
~ SNOI1V1S DNIE01INOW 
.- ----
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Newton 117 
NAME Hanley, Albert E. ADDRESS RR 1 Box 316 . 
LOCATION: SECTION NE 1/4 RANGE 8W 16 TOWNSHIP 31N QUADRANGLE Shelby 
DATE ISSUED 4/14/78 DISCHARGE TO 
Tributary to the 
Kankakee River 50 ' STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : MANURE STORAGE : Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Spreader 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Newt on fl8 
NAME Julian Farm ADDRESS 
Robert Lyons Manager 
SW 1/4 
LOCATION: SECTION of 2 & RANGE 8W 
NW 1/4 of 11 
DATE ISSUED 11/20/75 DISCHARGE TO 
RRl 
TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE 
Iroquois River 
0 . 75 miles south STATUS 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE: Solid; Concrete 
Mount Ayr 
Board Approval 
RUNOFF: Combined; Adjacent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader 
COMMENTS 
CITY Lake Village 
CITY Brook 
u .. ........................ .... -~------- C'a"lllnn<: _U\lTO.1-NON !=::H:l~n Oc: .T.tJI tt~ !=:I\lOTJ.V.J.S: ~I\lT>TO .T.TNOW 

CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Newton #9 
NAME Kindig, Roy ADDRESS N/A 
LOCATION: SECTION NW 1/4 RANGE 
6 8W 
TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Morocco 
DATE ISSUED 10/15/74 DISCHARGE TO Kennedy-Lawrence Ditch 0 . 25 miles STATUS Board Aprrova1 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE : Concrete 
RUNOFF : 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Newton #10 
NAME Lyons, Everett and ADDRESS RR 1 
Robert 
LOCATION: SECTION SE71/4 RANGE 8W TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Mount Ayr 
DATE ISSUED 8/25/75 and 
10/ 8/ 74 DISCHARGE TO James Ditch 300 ' STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: Adjacent Farmland 






COUNTY Newton 1111 
NAME Mashino, Garry ADDRESS RR2 
LOCATION: SECTION NW 1/4 RANGE 8W 
31 
TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Morocco 
DATE ISSUED 11/28/77 DISCHARGE TO Zoborosky Ditch 
1 mile 
STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES:· MANURE STORAGE: Earthen 
RUNOFF: Combined 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Spray Irrigation 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Newton 1112 
NAME Preus, Robert ADDRESS RR Box 65 
LOCATION: SECTION SE 1/4 . RANGE 8W 
25 
TOWNSHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Goodland 
DATE ISSUED 12/19/72 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Glasgow-Clymer 
Ditch 50 rods 
MANURE STORAGE: Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF: Adjacent Farmland 
STATUS Staff Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader 
CITY Morocco 47963 
CITY Goodland 
u ... ,_.~· ..... .., .......... ..-------
c'a')}ln()c: .Tt-HOd-NON ~)I~~nos INTO.! 11 SNOIIVIS DNI~01.INOW 

CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Newton #13 
NAME Shepard, Johnathon ADDRESS RR 1 CITY Goodland 
LOCATION: 
DATE ISSUED 
SECTION E 1/2 9 RANGE 8W 




TOWNSHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Goodland 
Hunter Ditch and STATUS Staff Approval and 
O'brien Ditch Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE: Solid; Concrete; Earthen 
RUNOFF: Adjacent Farmland; Earthen Pit 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spray Irrigation; Spreader 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Newton #14 
NAME Strole, Allen ADDRESS RR 2 Box 33 CITY Brook 47922 
LOCATION: SECTION SW 1/4 36 RANGE 9W SE 1/4 of TOWNSHIP 28B QUADRANGLE Kentland 
SE 1/4 35 
DATE ISSUED 10/28/76 DISCHARGE TO Iroquois River 
0.2 miles 
STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE: Solid 
RUNOFF: Adjacent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
COMMENTS 
I. V " ... "" .... LU ...... v OJ .. .. __ _ ..... ____ • ~~~~nns ~NIOd-NON S3:J'dflOS J..N10d .11 SNOIJ..VJ..S ~NIROJ..INOH 

CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Newton #15 
NAME Vankeppe1, Gerrit ADDRESS PO Box 80 
LOCATION: SECTION NE 1/4 RANGE 8W 
of 25 & TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Shelby 
SE 1/4 of 24 
DATE ISSUED 11/10/77 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Newton #16 
NAME Woods, Chester 
Merlin and Mari10u 
DISCHARGE TO Dehaan Ditch 1.25 STATUS Board Approval 
miles 
MANURE STORAGE : Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RR 2 
LOCATION: SECTION SE 1/4 RANGE 8W 
and NW 1/4 of 22 
TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Mount Ayr 
DATE ISSUED 4/15/74 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DI SCHARGE TO Haynes Ditch 
0.5 miles 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF : 
STATUS Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
CITY Demotte 
CITY Morocco 




SANITARY LANDFILLS HOLDING VALID OPERATING PERMITS AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Newton 
OWNERSHIP Public 
SITE ~AME County Landfill 
NEAREST STREAM Hydr~ic Gradient Southeasterly 
cPPtI SW 108 
oPPtl 56-1 
ORIGINAL OPP ISSUED 7/29/75 
RENEW-OPP ISSUED 7/1/77 
OPER. CAPAC. TONS/DAY 20 






oJ _ __ __ • - - ---------- saJ~nos INIOd-NON 
ACRES 20 




LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Newton 1/1 
SITE NAME County Dump 
STREET LOCATION County Road 1000 N and County Road 400E, North of Roselawn 
LOCATION: 
SW 1/4 SECTION 11 RANGE 8W TOWNSHIP 31N QUADRANGLE Shelby 
DATE OPENED 1967 DATE CLOSED 1972 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Newton 1/2 
SITE NAME Brook Dump 
STREET LOCATION 1/2 mile north of Brook on Highway Street 
LOCATION: SECTION 17 18 RANGE 8W , TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Goodland 
DATE OPENED 1967 DATE CLOSED 1974 
COMMENTS 
• C"::T""\l n () C T. t\lT n,:r -til ON C:~~~Tn nc: .UIT f'l.:r 1. C:t-lOT.n H. C: ~t-lnm.l.TlIlm-l 

LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Newton 113 
SITE NAME Morroco Town Dump 








SITE NAME County Dump 
RANGE 9W TOWNSHIP 29N 
DATE CLOSED 1973 
STREET LOCATION County Road 400 Wand County Road 100 N 
QUADRANGLE Morroco 
LOCATION: SECTION * RANGE lOW TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Leesville 
DATE OPENED 1965 DATE CLOSED 1972 
COMMENTS Insufficient data; unable to plot section 
i:) R V..l. WVr.1.u"> v .L'\ .. ..J..UVW.l.. &., ~~~unAC T~TnA-~ON C:';J'"'I'>:rn nc: un f'lA C: 1Il0T .T.V.V:: <) IIlT)l"O.T.T NOW 

LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Newton 
SITE NAME County Dump 
STREET LOCATION 1 mile west of Enos at County Road 100 N and County Road 400 W 
LOCATION: SECTION * RANGE 9W TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Enos 
DATE OPENED 1967 DATE CLOSED 1973 




LOCATION: SECTION RANGE TOWNSHIP QUADRANGLE 
DATE OPENED DATE CLOSED 
COMMENTS 




SALT STORAGE AREAS 
COUNTY Newton #1 
LOCATION: SECTION 4 RANGE 9W TOWNSHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Kentland 
TYPE OF FACILITY outdoor stockpile 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Newton #2 
LOCATION: SECTION 13 RANGE 8W TOWNSHIP 31N QUADRANGLE Shelby 
TYPE OF FACILITY permanently covered stockpile 
COMMENTS" 




















SITE NAME Newton Country Stone Co . , Inc . 
STREET LOCATION 2 . 5 miles East of Kentland on U. S. 24 
LOCATION : SECTION NW ~ 
NE~ 
25 
RANGE 9W TOWNSHIP 27N QUADRANGLE Kentland 





LOCATION : SECTION RANGE TOWNSHIP QUADRANGLE 
DIMENSION CRUSHED 
COMMENTS 



















INDIANA STATE BOARD OF HEALTH FI XED WATER QUALITY SAMPLING STATIONS 
COUNTY Newton 
NAME Kankakee River near Shelby 
LOCATION State Road 55 Bridge, one mile south of Shelby 
LATITUDE 41 0 10' 57.5" 
LOCATION: SECTION 32 






LOCATION: .. SECTION 
STATION TYPE 
COMMENTS 




LONGITUDE 8r 22' 25.8" 
TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Shelby 





,.,,.,.,,,,,Tnr\("'. T~lT".l'-~lnf\J Q';v\\ln (\~ T M, f'I.!r 
U.S.G . S. STREAM GAUGING STATIONS 
COUNTY Newton 
NANE Iroquois River near Foresman 
LOCATION: 
DRAINAGE AREA 




AVERAGE DISCHARGE 27 years - 371 ft 3/see 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 8.7 eu ft/see 




LOCATION: SECTION RANGE 
DRAI~AGE AREA 
AVERAGE DrSCHARGE 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LO\..'-FLOW 
RIVER BASIN 
cmNE~lS 
TOWNSHIP 28N QUADRANGLE Goodland 
TmmSHIP QUADRANGLE 
INDUSTRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY, 1978 




ADDRESS west of the city limits on State Highway. #14 




DESCRIPTION CNEUTR; CFLOCC, settling tanks 
EFFLUENT LIHITATIONS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FINAL X INTERIM MONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY HAX. 
(lbs/day) (lbs/day) 




Oil and Grease 
Phosphorus 
Temperature 
Ammonia . .. 
pH 
Total Iron 
Sulfate 68 (150) * 204 (450) * 
CONNE~TS * daily 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CAPACITY 0 .09 MGD 
DI SCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Units Specified) 
HONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY MAX. 
10 mg/l 15 mg/l 
10 mg/l 
6.0-9.0 














INDUSTRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~~Y, 1978 
PERMIT NAME 
ADDRESS 
Winamac Steel Products Division 






LOCATION: COUNTY Pulaski #2 SECTION 11, 12, RANGE 2W 
13, 14 





FINAL X INTERIM 










MONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY MAX. 
(lbs/day) (lbs/day) 
. ' 
COMHE~TS unable to plot section 
";'Q.rJOJ..LV.:) LlIJ.:II .. ..LVU r.1 C:NOT .T.'o'.I.S :JNHI.U.LINUi 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CAPACITY 0.05 MGD 
DISCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Units Specified) 













........... ..... ........... - ..... - --- --
._- _ ........ ,... ... 
i 
INDUSTRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY. 1978 
PER.'lIT NAME Western Indiana Agregates, Inc. PERMIT NUMBER OUTFALL NUHBER 
IN 0003263 001 
ADD RESS Francesville, 400 57' 30" 860 53' 00" 





FINAL X I NTERIM 
Flow - M3/day (MGD) 
B.O.D. 5 
Suspended Solid s 
Fecal Coliform 







u -.!lJa.UUi:) J..l't.1.Ua 
EPUMPS, pumps to raise ground 
water from quarry 
MONTHLY AVG . WEE KLY HAX. 







CAPACITY 4.32 MGD 
DISCHARGE LIMITATIONS 





DAILY AVG. DAILY MAX. FREQUENCY 
monthly 
20 mg/l 30 mg/l monthly 
6.0-9.0 monthly 
. ' . 







tJ~ ..... ~ ... ..., .... ....... _ .... - -----
I 
MUNICIPAL N.P.D.E.S. PE~~ITS AS OF ~~Y, 1978 
PER~lIT NAHE Francesville, Town of 





LOCATION : COC:iTY Pulaski Ifl SECTIO~ 4 or 9 RA~GE 4W TO\.o,i\SHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Francesville 
;REATME~T FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION Class II activated sludge 
w .:::.J....L...LU~" ... '- '- .. J...L""".J.....L ..... ~ ... ..L_ ...... 
EF FLUE~T LIMITATIONS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FINALX INTERI~ MONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY HAX . 
(lbs/da y) (lbs/day) 
Flow - H3 / day (MGD) 
EFFLUE~T LI~ITATIONS 
CAP.-\CITY 0.24 
DISC HARG E LI~ITATIONS 
(Unit s Specified) 
HONTHLY AVG. WEE KLY K~". 
0.24 
DISCHARGE TO: Big Monon Ditch 
MONITORING REQU IREl-IE~TS 
MEASlJRE~IENT SA}IPLE 
FREQUENCY TY PE 
daily continuous 
B.O.D. 5 60 30 msdl 45 mg/l 3 x week 24-hr . composit~ 
Suspended Solids 60 30 mg/l 45 mg/l 3 x week 24-hr compositE 
Fecal Coliform 
Residual Chlorine 0.5-1. 0 mg/l 5 x week grab 
Phosphorus I 






.:J.:::L.vG.11U':' wl~..LVa It.\ c~nTTVTC ~hlT~nJTNn 
;J1'C.V..Lr.1J'tu.lU .., .......... _ ........ _ ... _ ... t,JUV,,",",".a.voJ ""' ....... "'...,. ..... ..., ...... 
I 
MUNICIPAL N.P . D.E.S. PE~~IT S AS OF ~~Y , 1978 
PER~lIT NN-IE Winamac, City of 
ADD RE SS RR III 
P E~~lT NlJ:'IBER 




LOCAT I ON : COU~TY Pulaski #2 11,12,13. ' SECTIO~ or 14 RA~GE 2W TOT,.,~SHIP 30N QUADRA~GLE 1Hnamac 
TREATME~T FACILITY 
'DESCRIPTION Class II activated sludge plant 
w/ effluent chlorination and phosphorus 
removal 
EFFLUE~T LIMITAT I ONS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FI NA L X INTERI~ MONTHLY AVG. WEE KL Y t-1A..'\ . 
Ob s / day) (lbs/day) 
Flow - 1'13/day (MGD) 
B. O. D. S 150 
Sus pended Solid s 150 
Fecal Coli f orm 





Cml)!D!TS Unable to plot section 
* April 1 to October 1 
;""I • ., . I ('1ll t l."'\ , I ,I\l lt"" 
"" 
,., t.'T~TT"U'T"" n~'T'-l'(,,\TT~'n·I-.-' 
EFFLU E~T LI~ITATIO~S 
CAP:\CITY 0.6 MGD 
DI SCHARGE L I~ITATIONS 
(Uni t s Specified) 
HO~THLY AVG . WE EKLY 1'1AX . 
30 mg/l 45 mg/l 
30mg/l 45 mg/l 
0.5-1.0 mg/l 






3 x week composite 
3 x week composite 
S x week grab 
1. 0 mg/l and/o 80% removal 3 x week composite 
6.0-9.0 5 x week grab 






SENT PUBLfC N.P . D.E . S. P~R..'1ITS AS OF ~!.-\y . 1978 
P E? !HT :-I~IE Parkview Haven Retirement Home 
AD DRESS Approximately 1/8 mile NE of Fr ancesville 
LOC,TIO:; ; COl.: ::-r·[ Pulas ki III SEcrro:; 4 
TREAT~IE~:T FACILII':." Extended aeration; t erminal 




FI~;,\L X I~TER l~ ~O :-;THLY AVe . WE E:u..l NA .. \. 
(lbs /day) (lb s/doy) 
Flo w - MJ /doy (NCD) I 
B.O . D. S 1 . 8 
Suspended So l ids 3 . 8 
Feca l CoLiform 






I I I 
CO:·: :E:-:TS 
:'JiJH.ilUS J.N..lUd C' j,]f'\TTYTC c)1J'nJf'\TT~n 
P ER:'IIT NL~IBER 
I N 0052221 
OUTFALL NC~BER 
001 
RA~;GE 4W TO· ... ;:: SHI? 29N 
EFFLC E~T LI~ITAT10~S 
CA PAC IT Y 1 5 TGD 
DI SCP...-\RG E U!HTATI O;JS 
(Units Sp eCifiQd) 
WEEKLY AVG . MONTHLY AVG . 
45 mg/l 30 mg/l 
45 mg/l 30 mg/ l 
400/ 100 ml 200/100 ml 
0 . 5 mg / l 
6-9 
QUAD~\::CLE Francesville or 
Monon Northeast 
DISCrt.-\ RG E TO ; 
Anliker Ditch North 
t-IO~:IT ORI~:G REQUIRE:<E::TS 
ME.\ SC RE:'!E:~T St'0I PLE 
FR EQC E~:C'L TYP E 
daily ' 
weekly composi te 
weekly composite 
weekly grab 
t wice/week grab 
weekly grab 


















SEMT PUBLfC :-I.P.D.E.S . . PEEL'1ITS AS OF t-!AY, 197 8 
PEK~lIT ~~f E Hest Central Junior-Senior Hi gh School 
ADDRESS . South junction of U.S. 421 and SR 14 ap.proximately 
, 3 and 1/2 miles south of Medaryville 
LOC.\TIO ~;: CO !.: \-:- '{ Pulaski 1/2 SECTIO:; 21 
TRE.\ T:-fC;T fACI LI T": Extended aeration plant; 2° 
DESC iU?TIO~; treatment; chlorination 
facilities; terminal lagoon 
R..:\~ ; Gr: 4W TO·,·;::SH I? 30N 
EF ~ LC E:':T LI~IIT.-:" TI O:: S 
CAP .-\CITY 20 TGD 
PE~·I IT NL:-18 r: ;\ 
IN 0039209 
OGTFALL NC~E E~ 
001 
QG .\OR.-\ ~;GLE Medaryville or 
N. Judson Southeast 
DI SC!-l\ RG E: TO : A Ditch thence 
to Big Monon Ditch 
, 
EHLUE)iT LI:·[IT ATI O:: S DI SC({'-\:l.GE LI~I ITATIO:-lS 
CfL.'.,.RACT E;\ ISTICS (Un i t s Spec i f i ed) HO;:nOREG REQCIRC-: E:~TS 
I ~E.\SC R.E:-IE ;;T S~[? Lr: 
FI;:AL X I~TER I~ ~O~T lI LY .WG. WE;:: ,,-~ . .-{ ~L\:\ . WEEKLY AVG. MONTlU.Y AVG. FREQC E~C'l TYPE 
(l bs /da y) (l bs/ d3 Y) 
Flow - ~[3/da y (~IG D) daily· 
B.O . O. S 1 7 15 mg/l 10 mg /l weekl y (Thur.) composite 
Su s pended Solid s 1.7 15 mg/l 10 mg/l weekly (Thur.) composite 
Fec21 Coliform 400/100 ml 200/100 ml weekly (Thur.) composite 
Re s idual Chlorine I 0.5 mg/l twice/week grab 
pH I 6-9 t\.]ice/\.]eek g rab 
Max . Flow Rate GPM I I t\.]i c e/\.]eek at 
.1'.f1 t- • 
I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I 
CO::-:E::TS 


























COUNTY Pulaski 1/1 
NAME Ezra, Gray ADDRESS RR 1 Box 141 
LOCATION : SECTION SW 1/4 RANGE 3W 
20 TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Monon Northeast 
DATE ISSUED 9/ 9/74 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Pulaski 1/2 
NAME Franscoviak, Donald 
DISCHARGE TO Lateral of Big 
Monon 1000 ' 
Mfu~URE STORAGE : Concrete 
RUNOFF : 
STATUS 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RR 1 
Board Approval 
LOCATION : SECTION SW 1 / 4 RANGE 4W 
36 
TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Monon 
DATE ISSUED 3/15/7 6 DISCHARGE TO Marion Ditch 150 ' STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF : Adjacent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
COMMENTS 
CITY Francesville 47946 
CITY Monon 
COUNTY Pulaski #3 
NAME Gutwein Milling Co. 
Inc . 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
ADDRESS S. Bill Street 
LOCATION: SECTIONW 1/ 2 RANGE 4w 
of W 1/2 TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Francesville 
18 
DATE ISSUED 4/ 5/75 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Pulaski #4 
NAME Gu twein Milling 
Co . Inc . 
DISCHARGE TO Branch of Hill 
Ditch 1,400' 
MANURE STORAGE: Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF : 
STATUS Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS S. Bill Street 
LOCATION: SECTION SE 1 / 4 RANGE 
11 
3W TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Ripley 
DATE ISSUED 10/17 / 72 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
Leach Drain 1000 ' DISCHARGE TO T 'b f h STATUS Board Approval r~ utary 0 t e 
Tippecanoe River 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
CITY Francesville 47946 
CITY Francesville 47946 







ADDRESS RR 1 
LOCATION: SECTION SW 1/4 RANGE 1W 
of SE 1/4 TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Star City 
of 8 
DATE ISSUED 5/ 7/76 DISCHARGE TO Mud Creek 300 yards STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: Mk~URE STORAGE: Shallow 
RUNOFF: Adjacent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Spreader 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Pulaski 116 
NAME Martin, Donald ADDRESS RR 1 
LOCATION: SECTION NE 1/4 . RANGE 1W 
8 
TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Star City 
DATE ISSUED 11/27/72 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCHARGE TO Mud Creek 1/2 mile STATUS Staff Approval 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
CITY Star City 46985 
CITY Star City 
L " ; I " 'InnC T ftlT" J • ,... • .,._TT~T("'I C\fl.1T'\JA TT ""nT .. l SNOIIVIS ~NltlU~lNUW sa;.HU1U~ ~N.lUd -NUN 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Pulaski 117 
NAME Martin, Donald ADDRESS RR 1 
LOCATION: SECTION NE 1/4 RANGE 8 lW TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Star City 
DATE ISSUED Not Applicable DISCHARGE TO Mud Creek 1/2 mile STATUS SCS Review 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Pulaski 118 
NAME Mitchell, Dale R. 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS RRl 
LOCATION: SECTION NW 1/4 RANGE lW 
34 
TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Winamac 
DATE ISSUED 3/31/75 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
DISCr~RGE TO Graffis Ditch 750 ' STATUS Board Approval 
MANURE STORAGE: Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader 
CITY Star City 46985 
CITY Winamac 46996 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Pulas ki 1/9 
NAME Redlin, Harold ADDRESS RR3 
LOCATION: SECTION NE 1/4 RANGE 3W 
27 TOWNSHIP 31N QUADRANGLE Ripley 
DATE ISSUED 8/ 13 / 75 DISCHARGE TO Dressler Ditch 600 ' STATUS Board Approval 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: Mk~URE STORAGE: Concrete; Earthen; 
RUNOFF : Earthen Pit 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT : Tank Wagon; Spreader 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Pulaski 1/10 
NAME Stone, Forrest ADDRESS RR 1 Box 256 
LOCATION: NW 1/ 4 SECTION of 36 &RANGE 4W TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Monon Northeast 
S 1/2 of N 1/2 of 35 
DATE ISSUED 11/ 17 / 77 DISCHARGE TO Big Monon Creek STATUS Board Approval 
0.75 miles east 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE: Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF : Adjacent Farmland 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader 
COMMENTS 
CITY Winamac 46996 
CITY Monon 47959 
<":'>I ' l)m n~ T~1Tn;r II. ,..,~'1I"\TT'U'T("1 t"\""T'\.Tf'\TT""f'\T.l :..-'--____________ =  c ~lnT nn c: C)!\lT}l( 1.1. I NUW ~-;r"l)ln(\~ . I.Nlllrl-NIIN 
CONFINED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Pulaski #11 
NAME Swartzell, John ADDRESS RR 1 
LOCATION: SECTION SE 1/4 RANGE 
of 10 lW TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Winamac 
DATE ISSUED 12/ 9/74 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES : 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Pulaski #12 
NAME Swayze, Mary 
LOCATION: SECTION 31 
DISCHARGE TO Tributary ot~ Agnes STATUS Board Approval 
Ditch 250 
MANURE STORAGE: Solid; Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon; Spreader 
ADDRESS RR 2 
RANGE 2W TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Buffalo 
DATE ISSUED Not Applicable DISCHARGE TO N/A STATUS SCS Review 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: 
COMMENTS 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Spray Irrigation 
CITY Winamac 
CITY Star City 46985 
<::'Ol'l}lnn(:! T 1\1Tn;r m nt..'''''\T T't..7T'" t:"\ fI.1 T 'TI"\ T T to, "T.' = _____________ = Cl\lnTTW.T.(:! ~f\lT}l(). 1.1 NIIW co;[')}lnll<:: . I.N 111,j-NIIN 
CONFI NED FEEDLOTS 
COUNTY Pulaski #13 
NAME Tanner, Verne ADDRESS RR 2 CITY Francesville 
LOCATION: SECTION W 1/2 35 RANGE 4W TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE North Judson and Monon Northeast 
DATE ISSUED 12/16/70 






DISCHARGE TO Hubbell Ditch 
300' 
MANURE STORAGE: Concrete 
RUNOFF: Combined 
STATUS Board Approval 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT: Tank Wagon 
ADDRESS CITY 
RANGE TmmSHIP QUADRANGLE 
DISCHARGE TO STATUS 
WASTE CONTROL FACILITIES: MANURE STORAGE: 
RUNOFF: 
LAND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT 
COMMENTS 
" 51 :n:rn ()5:: .uJT ()A" ;t, C'I~l"'TT'l-1TC c\~lT'\T"T Tt-.l"T .. l ___________ ....... ? c::t\l()T.T.V.T.5:: !1NTHOJ.. I NUW. C::'.r:))!nos .I.N lUcI-NUN 
SANITARY LANDFILLS HOLDING VALID OPERATING PERMITS AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Pulaski 
OWNERSHIP Private 
SITE ~AME County Landfill 
NEAREST STREAM Tippecanow River E side of site 
cpplI SW 12 
oppfI 66-1 
ORIGINAL OPP ISSUED 2/20/75 
RENEW-OPP ISSUED 2/1/77 
OPER. CAPAC. TONS/DAY 15 
LOCATION: 
COMMENTS .. 
SECTION NE !t; 
25 RANGE 2W TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Winamac 







LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Pulaski 
SITE NAME Winamac Dump 
STREET LOCATION West of Winamac on State road 14 
LOCATION: SECTION RANGE 2W TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Winamac 
DATE OPENED 1933 (est.) DATE CLOSED 1/73 
COMMENTS Unable to plot section 
COUNTY Pulaski #1 
SITE NAME Medaryville Dump 
STREET LOCATION 1 mile North and 1 mile East of Medaryville 
LOCATION: SECTION 33 RANGE 4W TOWN SHIP 31N QUADRANGLE North Judson Southeast 
DATE OP EN ED 1965 DATE CLOSED 1/73 
COMMENTS 
e: 'OT '))l'n ('Ie: T ~lT ('I .!t iI nUI"\ T TU T C1 n nT'-TATT lI.l nT.l ",,,,,."TT'UT,., n t.1 T'\J" TT~1"T .. l "a"unnc T~TnJ_MnM 
LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Pulaski #2 
SITE NAME Clarence Lucy Dump 
STREET LOCATION 1 mile west of Thornhope, then north at first road for ~ mile 
LOCATION: SECTION 29 RANGE lW TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Star City 
DATE OPENED 1960 DATE CLOSED 1/73 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Pulaski #3 
SITE NAME Francesville Dump 





Q'J',",~n('\C' T ~lT(,\.!t 
SECTION SE ~ 
33 
1956 
RANGE 4W TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE 
DATE CLOSED 1/73 
.. ~ n-''''''''TT''f...l'T,.., O"'T"T'TATT .. 'AT.t 
Monon Northeast-Francesville 
.- .................................. .,"T"TI'"\TT .. 'AT.l 
:--
LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Pulaski #4 
SITE NAME Monterey Dump 
STREET LOCATION North of Monterey on County road to 2nd bridge then east for 1/8 mile 
LOCATION : SECTION 1 RANGE 1W TOWNSHIP 31N QUADRANGLE Culver 





LOCATION : SECTION RANGE TOWNSHI P QUADRANGLE 
DATE OPENED DATE CLOS ED 
COMMENTS 
n ___ 'T ..... _ ,.., ,.. ... ..., -- '* 
SALT STORAGE AREAS 
COUNTY Pulaski Itl 
LOCATION: SECTION 13 RANGE 2W TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE Winamac 
TYPE OF FACILITY outdoor stockpile 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Pulaski 1t2 
LOCATION: SECTION 16 RANGE 4W TOWNSHIP 3lN QUADRANGLE San Pierre - North Judson 
TYPE OF FACILITY permanently covered stockpile 
COMMENTS 




SITE NAME Western Materials Company 
~ 
STREET LOCATION RR 1, Box 157 











LOCATION: SECTION RANGE 
DIMENSION CRUSHED 
COMMENTS 
C' 'J''"n 1n''C' T~l T ".:r 
TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Lee 
TOWNSHIP QUADRANGLE 
. _ ............................... ,.., ............ .,.. ' T r'\.TT .. ' ''T.' 
_~ _ ____ T~T~T _ ~~n 
U.S.G . S. STREAM GAUGING STATIONS 
COUNTY Pulaski 
NAME Tippeeanow River near Ora 
LOCATION: SE!!; 0 f sE!!: SECTION 6 RANGE 1W TOWNSHIP 31N QUADRANGLE Bass Lake 
DRAINAGE AREA 856 mi2 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE 33 years - 811 ft 3/see 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 116 eu ft/see 




LOCATION: SECTION RANGE TOWNSHIP QUADRANGLE 
DRAINAGE AREA 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 
RIVER BASIN 
COMMENTS 
'-•• ..J . 1\..I l t ' IL' • 
PARTIAL RECORD STREAM GAUGING STATIONS 
COUNTY Pulaski II I 
NAME Indian Creek near Thornhope 
LOCATION: SECTION N~ RANGE lW 
33 
DRAINAGE AREA 56.6 mi 2 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 2.7 ft 3jsec 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Pulaski 112 
NAME Big Monon Creek near Medaryville 
TOWNSHIP 29N QUADRANGLE Star City 
LOCATION: SECTION NW~ RANGE 4W TOWNSHIP 30N QUADRANGLE North Judson Southeast 
NW~ 13 
DRAINAGE AREA 69.6 l!'Ii2 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 7.4 ft3jsec 
COMMENTS 
CH':'Tf""\'-1n f'\ CI T 1\1 '-'" '1 _ _ _ _______ .!! C'1 I"1TTWT~ C)t-lT)l(\.T.T NOlN q ~~»Tn()~ .T.N TO cl-NON 
INDUSTRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY. 1978 
PERMIT NAME Knox Grey Iron Casting Center PERMIT NUMBER 
IN 0044822 









FINAL X INTERIM MONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY HAX. 
(lbs/day) (lbs/day) 




Oil and Grease 
Phosphorus 
Temperature 
Ammo,nia . . . 
pH 
COHl'IE~TS 
DISCHARGE TO: EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CAPACITY 0.007 MGD unnamed ditch to Yellow River 
DISCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Units Specified) MONITORI NG REQUIREMENTS 
MEASUREMENT SAMPLE 
HONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY MAX. FREQUENCY TYPE 
measure when sampling 
10 mg/l monthly grab 
monthly grab 
6.0-9 , 0 monthly grab 
. . 




INDUSTRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~~Y, 1978 
Rockwell International 




003 and 004 * 
LOCATION : COUNTY Starke #2 SECTION22 or 23 RANGE 2W TOWNSHIP 33N QUADRANGLE Knox East or Knox West 
TREATMENT FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION no facilities for discharges 
EFFLUENT LIHITATIONS I CHARACT ER ISTIC S 
FINAL X I NTERIM MONTHLY AVG. WE EKLY HAX. 
(lb s /day) (lb s/day) 
Flo¥ - M3/day (MGD ) 
B.O.D . S 
Su spend ed Solid s 
Fecal Coliform 
Oil and Gr ease 
Phosphor us 
Temper ature 
. ' Ammonia 
pH 
Cm!)[D!TS 
DISC HARGE TO: EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
CAPACITY 3.393 MGMonth Kavanaugh Ditch to Yellow River 
DI SCHARGE LIMITATIONS 
(Unit s Specified) MO NITORING REQU IRE-!E(':TS 
MEA SU RE~!ENT SAHPLE 
DAILY AVG. DAILY MAX . FR EQUENCY TYPE 
monitor when E amp ling 
10 mg/l 15 mg/l weekly grab 
10 mg/l weekly grab 
6.0-9.0 weekly grab 
. " 
* 001 and 002 are uncontaminated storm water runoffs, no limitations. 




IND USTRIAL N.P.D.E.S. PERMITS AS OF ~AY, 1978 
PERl-HT NAME 
ADDRESS 
Arrowhead Engineering Corp. 





001 - sanitary 
LOCATION : COUNTyStarke #3 SECTION 22 or RANGE 2W 
23 
TOWNSHIP 33N QUADRANGLE Knox West 
.TREATMENT FACILITY 
DESCRIPTI ON none 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS DI SCHARGE TO: 
CAPACITY undetermined unnamed ditch to Kankakee River 
EFFLUENT LIHITATIONS DI SCHARGE LIMI TATIONS 
CHARACTERISTICS (Units Specified) MONITORING REQU I REMENT S 
MEASURE~!ENT SAHP LE 
FINAL X INTERIM MONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY HAX. AVERAGE MAXIMUM FREQUENCY TYP E (lbs /day) (lb s /day) 
Flow - M3/day (MGD) measure whe ~ sampling 
B.O.D. 5 10 mg/l 15 mg/l monthly grab 
Suspended Solids 10 mg/l 15 mg/l monthly grab . 
Fecal Coliform 200/100 ml 400/100 ml monthly grab 




pH 6.0-9.0 monthly grab 
.. 
Cor~!E:JTS 
,""I"\T T'-1T C' rHTT~()T T t>.1flTAI ~~~~nn~ IhlTn~-NON 
y 

MUNICIPAL N.P.D.E.S. PE~~ITS AS OF ~AY, 1978 
PER~IT NAHE Knox, City of 
ADD RESS West of Knox City Park 
PE~~IT NL~lBER 
I N 1)021385 
OUTFALL NUMBER 
001 
LOCATION : COC~TY Starke 111 15,22 SECTIO~ or 23 RA~GE 2W TQ',.;~SHIP 33N QUADR..\NGLE Knox East or 
Knox West 
JREATME~T FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION Class II, extended aeration 




FINAL X I NTERIX MONTHLY AVG. WEEKL Y MAX. 
(lbs/ day) (lbs/ day) 
Flow - 1-t3/day (MGD) 
B.O . D. 5 128 
Suspended Solid s 128 
Fec2.l Coliform 




CAPACITY 0.511 MGD 
DI SCHARGE LIXITATIO~S 
(Units Speci fi ed) 
HO~THLY AVG. WE EKLY K.x...,. 
0.511 MGD 
30 mg/l 45 mg/l 
30 mg/l 45 mg/l 
200/100 ml 400/100 .ml 
0.5-1.0 mg/l 
6.0-9.0 
DI SCHARGE TO: Yellow River 
MO NITORING RE QUIREl-IE:C-;TS 
MEASURE:-IENT SAl-!PL E 
FR EQUENCY TY PE 
daily continuous 
3 x week 24-hr composit~ 
3 x week 24-hr compositE 
5 x week grab 
5 x week grab 
r- J I I I 
I 
I I 
Cm~[E:-\TS Unable to plot exact section 
-
_ _ _______ __ . .. _ ........... 'T ......... ........ .. .. _____ "_ T~T~T nnn 
MUNICIPAL N.P.D.E.S . PE~~ITS AS OF ~~y . 197 8 
PER~IT NAl-!E North Judson, Town of 
ADDRESS North Judson, Indiana 
LOCATIOt>;: CO LJ~TY Starke 112 . 'SECTION16,1;i20RANGE 3W TQf..iNSHIP 32N 
JREATME~T FACILITY 
DESCRIPTION Class I waste stabilization pond 
EFFLUE~T LI~ITATIO~S 
CAPACITY 0.19 MGD * 
'til ~~..1...l.. leu . .... l,...l.l..1.V.L..LU.Cl.L.....LVLL ~VLJ. L..L. ..... ..&....&.._~ .......... oJ ................. ):,. ...... 
EffLUE~T LIMITATIONS DI SCHARGE LI~ITATIONS 





QUADRANGLE North Judson 
DI SCHARGE TO: Pine Creek 
MONITORING REQUIRE~!E~TS 
MEASURE:!ENT SA.}!PLE 
FINAL X INTERI~ MONTHLY AVG . WEEKLY 1-1.AX . HONTHLY AVG. WEEKLY HA};: . FR EQUENCY TYPE 
(lb s /da y) (lb s/day) 
Flow - H3/day (MGD) daily continuous 
B.O . D. S 30 mg/l 2 x week 24-hr fcomposit, 
Suspended Solids 30 mg/l 2 x week 24-hr composit 
Fecal Coliform 200/100 ml 400/100 ml 5 x week grab 
Residual Chlorine 
Phosphorus I 
pH I " fl_Q fl ') x wppk !>r::lh 
-
J 
I I I 
CO:!:[E;HS * December 1 to July 1 
I 
--- --- ---
.... 'AT T\.7T C c)~1T\H)T T ~()W <:'iI'~)lnfl<: .T.N1.0J -NON ---

SEm PUBLrC :-I.P.D.E.S. PE R.'1ITS AS OF !-!A'i. 19 78 
PER~[T ~~!E Cheri Mobile Home Park 
ADDRESS Approximately 1/2 mile north of Hamle~ 
on the south side of U.S. 30 
LOC.\ T IO~; : CO~:;-:-'~ Starke III SEcn o :: 24 
TREAT~[~T FACILITY Extended aera tion ; r apid 
DESCR[?TIO:; sand filters; chlorination faci lit ies 
EFFLuE::T LI:·!IT A TIO:;S 
CIi..\RACTER. ISTICS 
FI~;,\L X I~TER I~ :10~:TI!LY AVe . We:::::.L·i K\..'\ . 
(lbs/day) ( lbs/d.:lY) 
Flo~ - M3/day (MGD) 
B.O.D. S 
_4 1 














R.\;;ce: 2\01 TO· ... -:;SHI? 34N QCADR.\~GLE Hamlet 
I 
EFFLCEST LI~ITATIO~S 
CAPACITY 50 TGD 
DISCH..:\RGE LI:-IIT.';'TI O~IS 
(Units Sp eCifiQd) 
WEEKLY AVG . MONTHLY AVG . 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
400/100 rol 200/100 ml 
0 . 5 mg/l 
6 . 0-9 . 0 
DISCHARCe: TO: 
Benninghoff Ditch 
!-IO ~;lTOR[~:G REQUIRE:<E:~TS 
ME...\SCRE:-IE:;T S~·IP LE 
FR EQC e:~:C'l TYP E 
daily 
weekly composite 
weekl y composite 
weekly grab 
twice / week grab 
weekly grab 






















SEMT PUBLTC N.P.D . E.S. PER.'1 ITS AS OF !-!.W , 197 8 
P ER~rT NA..'!E Little Company of Mary Health Facility PER.'!IT NL:-!BER 
IN 0053104 
OUTFAL L NUMBE~ 
001 AD DRESS , On east side of 421 approximately 1/2 mile south of San Pierre 
LOCATIO:; : COL.Si'i Starke 112 SECHO:; 28 
TREAT~E~T FACILIT~ Primary settling tank ; 
D ESCRIPTIO~ trickling filter ; final 
1 
-- - --- -- -0 ------
EFFLUE:,iT LI:!rTAH O:;S 
CH.-\RACT ER ISHCS 
FI~; t\L X I~TER I~ MO~; n!L\" AVG. WE ;(LY K-\..'\. 
(lbs/day) (l bs/d.J.y) 
Flo~ - MJ/day (MGD) I 
B.O,D. S 4 . 2 










R.A\ CE 4W TO· .. :::SHIP 32N 
EF FLCE~T LI~ITATIO~S 
CA PACITY 50 TGD 
DI SCHARGE' LI ~!IT.\TIO~S 
(Unit s Spec ified) 
WEEKLY AVG . MONTHLY AVG. 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
15 mg/l 10 mg/l 
400/100 ml 200/100 ml 
0 . 5 mg/l 1. 0 mg/l 
6.0-9.0 
Q(JADR.\~;GLE San Pierre 
DI SCH.-\RGE TO: A Tributary 
t o Kankakee River 
MO~;rTORI~;G REQUIRE:-:E:';TS 
~ L\SL: RE:-!E~T S~!PLE 



















SANITARY LANDFILLS HOLDING VALID OPERATING PERMITS AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Starke 
OWNERSHIP Public 
SITE ~AME County Landfill 
NEAREST STREAM Bass Lake 1 mile W 
cpp l/ SW 154 
oPPI/ · 75-1 
ORIGINAL OPP ISSUED 4/4/75 
RENEW-OPP ISSUED 4/1/77 
OPER. CAPAC. TONS/DAY 2 
LOCATION: SECTION NW !t: of RANGE lW 
SE!t: of 8 
SW !t: of NE !t: of 8 
COMMENTS .. 
TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE 
Bass Lake 
ACRES 22 
LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Starke ffl 
SITE NAME Bass Lake Dump 
STREET LOCATION 0.7 miles south of Bass on State road 35 
LOCATION: SECTION 25 or RANGE 2W 
26 
TOWNSHIP 
DATE OPENED 1947 DATE CLOSED 1/73 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Starke #2 
SITE NAME North Judson Dump 
32N QUADRANGLE Bass Lake 
STREET LOCATION ~ mile east of junction of Leslie and Luken Streets 
# 
LOCATION: SECTION RANGE 3W TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE North Judson 
DATE OPENED 1900 DATE CLOSED 1972 
COMMENTS Unable to plot section 
LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Starke 113 
SITE NAME O.E. Johnson Dump 
STREET LOCATION ~ mile east of junction 900 E and 850 S on 850 S 
LOCATION: SECTION 34 RANGE 1W TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Culver :: 
DATE OPENED 1965 DATE CLOSED 2/73 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Starke 114 
SITE NAME Hamlet Dump 
STREET LOCATION 1 mile east of Hamlet at junction of old and new 30, ~ mile S U.S. 30 
LOCATION: SECTION 29 RANGE lW TOWNSHIP 34N QUADRANGLE Knox East 
DATE OPENED 1953 DATE CLOSED 2/73 
COMMENTS 
LANDFILLS-CLOSED AS OF MAY 1978 
COUNTY Starke 1/ 5 
SITE NAME Knox Dump 
STREET LOCATION 2 miles south on 35, ~ mile east on 200 S, 2.4 mile south 
LOCATION: SECTION 2 RANGE 2W TOWNSHIP 32N QUADRANGLE Knox West 
DATE OPENED 1965 DATE CLOSED 2/73 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Starke #6 
SITE NAME Koontz Lake Dump 
STREET LOCATION N/A 
LOCATION: SECTION 11 RANGE 1W TOWNSHIP 34N QUADRANGLE Walkerton 
DATE OPENED 1965 DATE CLOSED 5/ 72 
COMMENTS 
U.S.G.S. STREAM GAUGING STATIONS 
COUNTY Starke #1 
NAME Kankakee River at Davis 
LOCATION: 
DRAINAGE AREA 




3 AVERAGE DISCHARGE 52 years - 492 ft /sec 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 177 cu ft/sec 
RIVER BASIN Illinois 
COMMENTS 
COUNTY Starke 112 
NAME Yellow River at Knox 
LOCATION: SECTION SW~ SW~ RANGE 2W 
14 
DRAINAGE AREA 435 mi2 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE 3 33 years - 387 ft /sec 
7 DAY - 10 YEAR LOW-FLOW 67 cu ft/sec 
RIVER BASIN Illinois 
COMMENTS 
TOWNSHIP 34N QUADRANGLE Kingford Heights 






BRODARJ. INC Cal No 23 233 Ponied In US A 
DATE: SSlJED TO 
U l- U ,: SITY 
HOLCOMB L: CH INSTITUTE 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46208 
